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ABSTRACT 

 

Growing populations and rising temperatures in the Central Valley of California, USA 

has led to a renewed interest regarding anthropogenic effects on the region’s hydrologic cycle. 

The goal of this study was to develop a model that could incorporate complex subsurface 

hydrogeology as well as a complex surface topography and to complete a comparison study on 

the effects irrigation on terrestrial hydrology and energy budgets. This study uses ParFlow, an 

integrated hydrological model to determine regional flow, as well as to assess the effects that 

irrigation has on this system. This hydrologic model of the San Joaquin Valley of California was 

developed using static forcing based on climatology data and hourly distributed weather forcing 

data. The resulting model was composed of a domain of approximately 60,000 sq. km (269 by 

219 km) at a 1km resolution run over a period of one water year using parallel processing. This 

work improves upon previous studies by applying a fully integrated hydrologic model on a finely 

discretized grid with an explicit treatment of both the valley and mountains. This study found 

that weather storms involving snowmelt as well as precipitation occurring at higher elevations 

proved highly influential on surface flows in streambeds. Furthermore, later winter storms 

produced higher flows with a smaller temperature degree change (only 0.5 Kelvin (K)) than 

storms earlier in the winter season with larger temperature shifts (10K). Finally, when irrigated 

and non-irrigated systems were compared a clear increase in latent heat and saturation was 

recorded over irrigated cells, suggesting an increase in surficial evapotranspiration as a result of 

increased surficial soil moisture.  
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CHAPTER 1 

INTRODUCTION AND BACKGROUND 

1.1  Introduction  

 
The state of California, once famous for its gold fields, has had a boom of another kind—

the boom of agriculture in its fertile Central Valley region. Referred to as the “new gold” of 

California, water is a central issue within this semi-arid agricultural region. The practice of 

irrigation has long been a driving motivator for human ingenuity and regulation, and California’s 

Central Valley has been heavily affected by this practice.  Modeling the Central Valley in a 

hydrologically integrated fashion would provide more pointed information regarding the future 

effects of farming and its impacts on the surrounding ecosystems. 

 

The Central Valley, spanning from the foothills of the Sierras in the east to the coastal 

range in the west, runs approximately 450 miles from north to south and comprises almost the 

two-thirds of the length of the state of California (see Figure 1.1). Comprised of 10 counties, the 

Central Valley allows a total of three annual growing seasons, producing a high crop yield, 

thanks to its semi-arid, Mediterranean climate. Agricultural pressures have led to water stresses, 

not only in terms of its usage and permitting, but also in regards to State regulations and 

legislation. In order to alleviate such problems, the region has benefited from several engineering 

projects, including canal networks, reservoirs and the famous California Aqueduct.  

 

A number of holistic studies have been completed on the region hydrologically, many 

occurring on large and coarse grid scales or on limited domains (e.g. Taylor, 1949, Faunt 2009 

Lobell and Bonfils (2008), Sorooshian (2011) and Quinn et al. (2003) to name a few). These 

broadly spanning studies use a specific variety of tools such as flow paths, climate variations and 

energy fluxes to analyze the whole system. A brief overview of California’s hydrological 

background as well as the significant scientific modeling that has taken place over the given 

region, can be found in section 1.2, and frames the significance of this and other discussions 

regarding the scientific efforts that have been taken to model this vital region.  
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Work done previously on this region generally falls into three main categories, each 

addressed in sections below. This thesis work addresses two major questions: what are the 

predominant factors involved in regional water flow climatically, and what the potential effects 

of irrigation on said flows are. The following discuss the hydrology of the region, previous 

hydrologic modeling of the area, and the use of ParFlow, the three-dimensional fully integrated 

hydrologic model utilized in this study. 

 

 

Figure 1.1 Location of study area. 

 

1.2 Study Area 

 

The San Joaquin basin, in the southern region of the Central Valley was chosen as the 

study area for this project. This study area was chosen for its proximity to large agricultural 

activities, widespread irrigation, and its semi-arid climate. The San Joaquin Basin is located just 
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inland of the west coast of the United States in North America.  It has a population of 

approximately two million people (2000 US Census) and approximately two-thirds of its area is 

used for agriculture. The San Joaquin Valley accounts for approximately 12% of the US food 

production, and approximately 17% of the irrigated farmland in the United States. Farmers in 

this region rely heavily upon irrigation via surface water diversions and groundwater pumping to 

meet crop water demands. Groundwater pumping, in particular, accounts for up to 40% of total 

irrigation in the basin during drought years and approximately 20% of all water pumped in the 

United States (Department of Labor, 2006).  

 

 

Figure 1.2 Regional flow dynamics of the Central Valley, CA. 

 

Flow within the San Joaquin Valley is topographically controlled, with water flowing 

down from the wetter higher elevations and running into the valley floor (see Figure 1.2). Upon 

reaching the valley floor, it infiltrates to the generally shallow water table (though this can be 

deeper along mountain fronts) and/or flows into the San Joaquin River upon which it is taken 

northward to the San Francisco Bay. 
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1.2.1 Historical Background 

 

In order to support California burgeoning gold industry, the first act of California’s newly 

formed legislature in 1866 approved an engineering project to build large canals for water 

transport to support the gold industry (Taylor, 1946). As the gold rush wound down, such 

trenches were converted for agricultural use. Due to the region’s heavy silt sedimentation from 

the Sierra Nevada Mountains, the Central Valley has a highly fertile soil that when combined 

with a mild climate allows up to three growing seasons a year on a single field. Most of the 

region does not generate any rain over half of the year, so irrigation is vital for such agriculture 

in the valley.  

 

In 1949, the State undertook the earliest comprehensive study of Central Valley water 

practices for the purposes of water management. Completed under Dr. Paul Taylor, and 

appearing in the Western Water Quarterly, the “Central Valley Project” has become one of the 

foundations of irrigation research completed on the region for the purposes of water 

management. Taylor highlights not only local geology, but also the water rights and legislation 

that had been put into place for the purposes of water management. Until 1949, water 

management in the region had been close to nonexistent and the system was largely unregulated. 

Large landowners held most of the acreage and water use. As droughts hit in the 1930’s 

however, water proved to be again a limited commodity, bringing calls for acreage limitations 

and water allotments. In order to give oversight to the usage of surface water, the Water 

Resources Board was placed in control of California’s surface water resources. Surface water 

and reservoirs are now regulated; however groundwater resources have yet to be monitored for 

their usage by cities and individual users. 

 

1.2.2 Hydrologic Modeling  

 

Due to this lack of regulation on groundwater use, the use of groundwater has been the 

default fallback for agriculturalists, especially during drought years when surface water is 

limited. Extreme reliance on groundwater has led to severe subsidence across many regions, with 

as much as 20 feet in surface topography being lost in some areas (see Figure 1.3). The 
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management of surface renewal ponds has helped alleviate some of the subsidence; however, 

more studies on groundwater have been undertaken for the purpose of resource management. 

One such study was completed by Claudia Faunt of the United States Geological Survey (USGS) 

(Faunt, 2009). Considered one of the most influential USGS studies of the region in the past 

decades, this report outlines the steps taken to model irrigation effects in the northern and 

southern portions of the valley. Faunt and co-authors developed a MODFLOW model of the 

Central Valley subsurface for groundwater flow analysis. Compiling well log data from across 

the region as well as an algorithm for subsurface pumping rates derived from crop type, Faunt’s 

paper focuses on the flow and resource availability across the entire system with an emphasis on 

irrigation. As can be seen in Figure 1.6, the system is comprised of a slightly sloping alluvial 

system with a low-lying water table across the majority of the aquifer system. Faunt’s model 

computes both a water balance for the region as well as evapotranspiration on the surface. She 

determined that the completion of a groundwater model was both viable for this region and 

influenced further work in the areas of integrated modeling of both surface as well as subsurface 

processes for further scientific study as well as management. 

 

Outside of Faunt’s work, a number of research teams have been working on not only 

improving groundwater models of the Central Valley, but also applying hydrological modeling 

techniques to the region. Numerous such studies that focus on hydrologic modeling within the 

Central Valley and in particular the San Joaquin, (eg. Lobell and Bonfils (2008), Sorooshian 

(2011) and Quinn et al. (2003)). Further discussion of some of these models is below. 

 

Due to the importance of the region, many hydrologic models have been used in order to 

determine the effects of climate and irrigation. Hydrologic models in this region fall into two 

categories. The first group involves task specific models, such as chemical models or simple 

water models, (eg. mountain vernal pools) that are commonly coupled with more complex 

climate information (Rains et al. 2006, Pyke 2005, Montgomery et al. 1997, Gleick 1987, Shoups 

et al. 2005). The second type of models includes regional whole-system models based upon finite 

difference or finite element solution solving techniques. As this study’s research questions are 

applied on a regional scale, this second category is most applicable to this project. Below are 
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descriptions of a few of the more widely utilized regional models with benefits and limitations 

(see Table 1.1). 

 

 

Figure 1.3 Above is a photo of the recorded changes in surface elevation as determined through 
elevation surveys at one location in the San Joaquin Valley, the location of this model. (Photo by 
Dick Ireland, USGS, 1977). 
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Table 1.1 A comparison of four major models of the region and their limitations in terms of 
answering the research questions presented in this study. 
 

 

 

SWAT 

 

The Soil and Water Assessment Tool (SWAT) is a hydrologic model developed by the 

United States Department of Agriculture Agricultural Research Service for the purposes of 

modeling water quality (Ficklin et al. 2009, Luo et al. 2008). It is used primarily in agricultural 

and land management applications; therefore the Central Valley has proved a prime sample case 

for this regional model as well as localized applications when required. The model uses a daily 

time step on a finite difference grid to solve for regional flow parameters and water balances. 

The SWAT model has been shown to overestimate flows in this particular region, especially due 

to the area’s monthly and annual climatic fluctuations (Ficklin et al. 2009). 
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HydroGeoSphere 

 

HydroGeoSphere (HGS) is a second regional modeling tool that has been used to model 

the San Joaquin and Central Valley region (Bolger et al. 2011). Using a diffusive-wave 

approximation approach similar to ParFlow, it simulates flow via Richards’ equation and the 

diffusive wave equation using monthly climatic forcings as its control (for more information on 

the use of HydroGeoSphere and its atmospheric inputs see Therrien et al. 2007, Bolger et al. 

2011). HydroGeoSphere also employs a modified version of the Richards’ equation to simulate 

transient flow in variably saturated conditions (Park et al. 2009). While HydroGeoSphere is an 

excellent tool for regional studies, it is heavily influenced by the quality of the model 

assumptions made (Bolger et al. 2011, Park et al. 2009). For the purposes of this region, the 

authors chose not to include modeling of mountain regions, simplifying annual snowmelt to a 

boundary condition. 

 

GCMs/RCMs 

 

The third form of modeling of the Central Valley involves the use of regional climate 

models. Numerous studies involving climate models of the Central Valley have  utilized one of 

four climate models, the RSM (Regional Spectral Model), RegCLM3 (Regular Climate Land 

Model version 3), MM5-CLM3 (Mesoscale Model version 5 coupled with the Common Land 

Model version 3) or the DRCM (Davis Regional Climate Model). Models involving GCMs 

(global climate models) or RCMs (regional climate models) rely heavily on coarser resolutions 

and focus on surface-atmosphere interactions. Kueppers et al. 2008 suggests a 1km resolution for 

adequate comparisons between the four systems over this region, however other studies have 

found that resolutions less than 30 km tend to have similar results (Miller 2011).  It is more 

difficult for coarse resolution models like these RCMs to provide locally-relevant hydrology and 

water resources projections especially below the generally 4m thick subsurface. 

 

Each model produces similar climatic results however each uses a different methodology. 

The RSM applies spectral decomposition in series in order to provide a detailed analysis of 

weather patterns. The model includes 12 land cover types and 2 soil layers (Kueppers et al. 2008, 
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Miller et al. 2009). The RegCLM3 model is the third version of a regional scale model created 

by the National Center for Atmospheric Research (NCAR) for the purpose of climate 

predictions. CLM can have up to 24 land cover types and 10 soil layers (Kueppers and Snyder 

2012). The DRCM is a combination of the NCAR modeling (CLM models) and the MM5 model. 

The model focuses on solving for precipitation in its various forms (solid, vapor and liquid) as 

well as convection layers. It utilizes 24 land cover types and 4 layers of up to 19 different soils. 

According to Kueppers et al. 2008, these models tend to overestimate cooling effects across the 

Central Valley and produce temperatures that are too low for summer months on average (see 

Figure 1.4). Therefore, when these models are used, it is best to use an especially high resolution. 

 

 

Figure 1.4 Comparison of RCM models and their precipitation predictions (Source: Miller et al. 
2009). Certain models provided heavier rain scenarios (RegCM3, WRF RUC) whereas others 
tended to under predict storm intensities (PRISM CANA). 
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A final RCM model, which is similar to the GCMs discussed previously, is the Parallel 

Climate Model (PCM). This model has been used in a number of studies involving the Central 

Valley (see Hayhoe et al. 2004, Vanrheenen et al. 2004) and involves more localized 

permutations of the GCM style models. These models have been used to specifically analyze the 

effects of climate change on regional scales (see Figure 1.4) on the region, as these are some of 

the more specialized means for determining water flow within the system as a whole. 

 

 

Figure 1.5 A sample of modeled PCM stream flow versus natural recorded stream flow in the 
San Joaquin River. (Source: Vanrheenen et al. 2004) 
 

CALSIM/C2VSIM 

 

Two final regional models that are commonly used in the study area for irrigation and 

climatic studies are the California Simulation Model (CALSIM) and the California Central 
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Valley Groundwater-Surface Water Simulation Model (C2VSIM) (Hagan (2011), Miller et al. 

(2009), Ferguson (2012, personal correspondence)). Used primarily for the simulation of 

regional water flow, these two models provide integrated flow information that is then applied to 

answering questions regarding the development and evaluation of water management. C2VSIM 

applies the Galerkin finite element method with a three-dimensional mesh, which is different 

from the previous three finite difference based models whereas CALSIM utilizes a MILP code. 

CALSIM is a planning and operational model, which simulates monthly reservoir operations for 

water management purposes. C2VSIM is a finite element groundwater model that simulated 

Central Valley groundwater flow with groundwater and surface water interactions for water 

management purposes. Both models have been calibrated in order to best match their system; 

however this calibration acts as an optimization factor to improve results even at coarser grid 

sizes (Hagan 2011). 

 

1.2.3 Modeling and Irrigation 

 

In order to better understand the appropriate applications of various hydrological 

modeling techniques, numerous studies of the effects of irrigation on agricultural regions have 

been completed (Lobell and Bonfils (2008), Ferguson and Maxwell (2011) and Sorooshian 

(2011). Lobell and Bonfils (2008) penned one of the most applicable papers relative to this 

research. Their study analyzed temperature gradients in six different locations to determine the 

effects of irrigation on global warming and climate change. The authors used a variety of 

statistical techniques in order to determine the relationships between irrigation fluctuations and 

the temperature extremes in each location. They determined, with over a 90% confidence level, 

that irrigation caused cooling in nearly every region analyzed. The authors conclude that the 

continued decline in farming could lead to an increasing global warming effect in areas such as 

the Central Valley of California as the 21st Century progresses. 

 

Sorooshian et al (2011) modeled the impact of irrigation changes on the Central Valley. 

They developed a hydrological model based upon coarser and finer grid resolutions for the 

purposes of grid analysis as well as the potential impacts of irrigation. Similar to the results of 

Bonfils and Lobell (2008), the authors determined irrigation to have a massive effect on 
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preventing warming behaviors on a regional scale throughout their domain. Both the Bureau of 

Reclamation and the United States Geological Survey are currently carrying out ongoing 

research as to the effects of irrigation on the region for the purposes of groundwater management 

and model construction. 

 

 

Figure 1.6 Pre-industrial and Post-industrial water flow within the San Joaquin Valley. Source: 

Faunt et al. 2009. 

 

1.2.4 Irrigation Value Interpretation 

 

Due to the nature of California water regulations, many facets of water metering and 

usage monitoring are not practiced in the mostly agricultural regions of the Northern part of the 

state (see Baldwin vs. Tehama County, 1994). While initial pump tests are completed and 
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reported via well logs to the state (see regulated at http://www.water.ca.gov/ 

groundwater/gwmanagement/dwr_role.cfm), metering is not required of groundwater use. In 

order to address this particular problem in terms of groundwater modeling, a number of methods 

have been developed by modelers to accommodate for missing pumping rates within the model. 

The two primary methods are measuring water based upon land usage and basing usage upon 

crop type. 

 

The most common method, and currently utilized by models such as MODFLOW, is the 

assumption of well pumping by land use. In order to calculate the necessary output of the 

aquifer, modelers take the percentage of land usage mixed with frequency of groundwater 

pumping rates to determine the effects of wells in a particular region. This method, created and 

utilized in Faunt et al. (2009) is the primary means for calculating water balance between the top 

and subsurface regions of the domain. Faunt et al. (2009) assumes that farmers are watering 

according to the crop type they are growing and bases water needs upon average crop needs.  

 

For the purposes of this study, a crop type/ land use approach was not utilized in the 

fashion of the Farm Package study. Instead, land use information was gathered from the Water 

Resources Board, with forcing data applied at the surface for weather using the Common Land 

Model (CLM). All irrigation was applied at a constant rate based upon time of day, independent 

of crop type assignment and water needs. A conservative irrigation rate based upon the effects of 

a 70PSI sprayer over a 1km area (Department of Water Resources, Oregon) was utilized on 

designated croplands within the model. 

 

Irrigation modeling over a three-dimensional domain was used in order to incorporate 

both overland and subsurface flows per the methods of Ferguson and Maxwell (2011). Modeling 

the Little Washita River watershed, Ferguson and Maxwell modeled the region using ParFlow, a 

three-dimensional coupled whole system modeling program. The effects of irrigation and 

pumping were compared over the domain by applying preferential watering over crop cell 

locations. Through this method, they were able to model variations caused by preferential 

watering across the landscape. Such a technique is useful in areas like those discussed in Lobell 
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and Bonfils (2008) is useful where (1) groundwater is used for irrigation and/or (2) base flow to 

surface water/ground water is important. 

 

1.3 ParFlow Modeling for Regional Domains 

 

The three-dimensional modeling software “ParFlow” was chosen for this study. This 

modeling method was chosen due to its capacity to simulate three dimensional variably saturated 

ground water flows, and integrated land surface processes, all with parallel efficiency. The 

following sections outline the basic equations and processes utilized by ParFlow, as well as its 

usage for large regional models and watershed analysis. 

 

1.3.1 Modeling with ParFlow 

 

Created for the purposes of simulating subsurface fluid flows (Ashby and Falgout 1996), 

ParFlow is a parallel processing program used for “simulating groundwater flow through 

heterogeneous porous media” (ibid, 1996). Utilizing the Darcy-Buckingham Equation in the 

form of Richards equation, ParFlow combines equations for variably and fully saturated 

groundwater flow via Richards Equation (see equation 1.1 in Jones and Woodward, 2001), land-

surface model calculations (Maxwell and Miller 2005) (Dai et al. 2003, specifically for the use of 

the Common Land Model for land-surface fluxes) and surface water flow (Kollet et al. 2006) for 

a whole system solution. ParFlow solves the mixed form of Richards equation with a fully 

integrated overland flow equation through the usage of the kinematic wave equation and 

Manning’s equation (equation 1.2): 

 

        (1.1) 

 

where 
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Where h is the pressure head, z is the vertical height, Ks is the saturated hydraulic 

conductivity, kr is the relative permeability (as determined through the use of Van Genuchten 

parameters, a method of solving for the relative saturation and permeability within the 

unsaturated zone of the subsurface (see Equations 13 and 1.4)), Ss is the specific storage of the 

aquifer, qr is transpiration, v is the subsurface flow velocity, Sw is the relative saturation, θ is the 

local angle of the slope in the given direction (either x or y) and ø is the porosity of the soil. 

 

Sw(h) 
ssat  sres

(1 (h)n )(1 1
n)  sres         (1.3) 

 

kr (h) 

1
(h)n1

1 (h)n 1 1
n 















1 (h) 
11

n 
2

         (1.4) 

 

Within Van Genuchten’s (1980) calculations  and n represent inherent soil parameters 

determined via water retention curves, Ssat is the saturated water content, Sres is the residual water 

content, h is head, kr is the relative permeability and Sw(h) is the relative saturation. 

 

Overland flow is calculated in ParFlow on a cell-by-cell basis over the entire surface 

using the two-dimensional kinematic wave equation (see Equation 1.5).  

 

k  Ks(x)kr (h)  (h  z)   h,0

t
 h,0 vsw qr(x)     (1.5) 

 

Within the kinematic wave equation, vsw is the average surface water velocity, h is the 

surface ponding depth, qr(x) is the rainfall and ET rate and k is the vertical unit vector (Maxwell 

et al. 2011). The purpose of combining both the kinematic wave equation with Richards equation 

is to model both the effects of runoff and surface flows to model surface water to ground water 

flows in a fully integrated manner with those of the vadose zone as water infiltrates throughout 

the system. ||h,0|| is utilized in the kinematic wave in order to signify the fact that surface 
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ponding depth (or head on the surface) must be calculated and applied in each time step in either 

the positive or negative direction, similar to Richard’s equation (Equation 1). 

 

 ParFlow has been applied at a range of spatial and temporal scales, from sand-tanks to 

large regional watersheds. Regional applications of ParFlow include the Little Washita 

Watershed in Oklahoma (Kollet and Maxwell 2008, Maxwell and Kollet 2008; Ferguson and 

Maxwell, 2011, Maxwell et al. 2011), the Owens Valley in California (Daniels, 2010; Daniels et 

al 2011) as well as current projects in Baltimore, Peru, Oregon (Condon 2012), Germany and 

over the entire continental US. In order to model topology and geologic units within the model, a 

terrain-following grid (TFG) was utilized. This was incorporated using the methodology of 

Maxwell (2012), which utilizes parallelogram cell shapes instead of traditional rectilinear cells in 

order to provide more model efficiency and realistic land surface structures. Modifications to 

Darcy flux calculations, Richards equation and the Jacobian solver parameters are discussed in 

detail in Maxwell (2012). The TFG surface and subsurface flow modifications were applied 

throughout this entire model. 

 

1.4 Research Questions 

 

For this thesis project, the following two research questions were investigated: 

1. What impacts does localized climate have on the hydrologic cycle of the San Joaquin 

Valley, CA? 

 

2. What are the large-scale impacts of surficially applied irrigation in the San Joaquin 

Valley on the hydrologic cycle? 

 

The following study attempted to address each of these questions, as well as to describe potential 

methods utilized to answer them. These methods and research questions are addressed in Chapter 

3 and analyzed in Chapter 4 of this thesis. 
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CHAPTER 2 

MODEL CONSTRUCTION AND TESTING 

 

In order to answer the research questions posed in Chapter 1, two sets of tasks were 

undertaken. The first steps involved work for the purposes of model construction. The second set 

of experimental tasks involved a series of tests to determine the constructed model’s feasibility. 

These steps included Digital Elevation Model (DEM) manipulation, flow direction enforcement 

and domain data manipulation. They also involved the construction of a subsurface re-

discretization algorithm (attached in Appendix 2) and a variety of model runoff tests. The 

following sections outline each of these processes and the methodologies employed to best 

achieve them. Section 2.1 outlines the collection from each data source, including information 

for model construction and experimentation. Sections 2.1-2.3 describe the pre-processing and 

model construction. Section 2.4 discusses subsurface discretization and its viability as a tool for 

geologic simplification as used in the model. Sections 2.6-2.7 discuss system viability testing. 

Finally, sections 2.8-2.9 discuss experimental design and procedures utilized for the purposes of 

addressing the research questions addressed in Chapter 1. 

 

2.1 Data Collection 

 

Model input parameters for this project were collected from a variety of sources (see 

Table 2.1). The initial subsurface and projection information were gathered from previous 

studies and were based upon Faunt’s (2009) work. This project initially required matching and 

then altering Faunt’s subsurface data in order to fit within a coupled ParFlow – Common Land 

Model (CLM) domain. In order to complete this, Digital Elevation Model (DEM) and watershed 

information was collected from the United States Geological Survey (USGS) HydroSHEDS 

database at a 30 arc-second resolution in order to match a 1km grid-cell-size. Further data 

regarding land cover types was collected from the California Water Resources Board’s (WRB) 

land surveys from the period of 1996-2006 as well as predetermined Common Land Model 

(CLM) land cover variables. Irrigation data was based on the rate of a 70psi sprayer and applied 

for 12 hour increments.  
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Table 2.1. Types of data and source locations 

Type of Data Data Use Data Source 

Digital Elevations Elevations for flow direction 

determinations 

HydroSHEDS USGS Surface Water 

Database 

(http://hydrosheds.cr.usgs.gov/) 

Stream 

Information 

Stream locations for 

preferential flow locations 

HydroSHEDS USGS Surface Water 

Database 

(http://hydrosheds.cr.usgs.gov/) 

Subsurface 

Information 

Soil types for permeability 

and subsurface flow 

Faunt et al. 2009 and Lawrence 

Livermore National Laboratory 

Land Use Surveys Locations of irrigation Water Resources Board Land Use 

Surveys 

(http://www.water.ca.gov/landwateruse

/lwudatacoll.cfm) 

Atmospheric 

Conditions 

Climate and precipitation data 

for each time step 

North American Land Data 

Assimilation System (NASA) 

 (University of Washington—VIC 

Climate Group) 

 

2.2 DEM Processing 

 

A HydroSHEDS 30-second DEM was processed to generate domain topography for the 

ParFlow model developed here. In order to produce a realistic top surface for the domain, a DEM 

was utilized. Using a DEM allows the user to specify elevations at every cell across the model. 

The best way to do this is to match a DEM with the same resolution as the intended model 

resolution. This was accomplished for this model by utilizing a 30s resolution DEM over a 1km-

by-1km-model grid. The DEM was processed using ArcGIS and exported as a basic ASCII file. 

This ASCII was then reformatted using TCL/TK input scripts to the proper ParFlow base file 

system with the proper model size (see Appendix A). In order to guarantee the same dimensions 

were utilized by both the surface and subsurface, all grid points marking model boundaries were 
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determined via XY data of the topmost layer of a predetermined subsurface dataset. Data, once 

sampled, was re-projected from Albers Equal Area to Lambert Equidistant in order to allow for 

future couplings with the WRF model, if applicable at a later date. Once the data was re-

projected, the region was cut to size based on the placements of the XY data. Upon conversion, 

the resulting ASCII file was analyzed for flat areas and localized depressions (pits). This was 

accomplished using two codes, one to “fill” extremely coarse regions of the DEM and the other 

to fill localized depressions in the matrix (see Appendix A). The purpose of filling in the surface 

of the model is to better facilitate flow and avoid unnecessary ponding due to the coarseness of 

the data’s resolution. Within ParFlow, pits can result in endless columns of ponded water, while 

flat areas cause the program to believe that there is zero flow (which results in “towers” of 

water), even if this is not naturally the case. Therefore, in order to achieve more realistic 

conditions, these cells are removed or altered to provide a more gradually sloped surface. A 

finished pseudo color version of the completed DEM top model elevation file can be seen in 

Figure 2.1. 

 

 

Figure 2.1. Completed DEM top surface after flat and pit filling had been completed. 

 

2.3 Stream Splitting and Enforcement 

 

In order to mimic more realistic conditions at the surface, flow paths were enforced on to 

the modified DEM top surface. This is done by enforcing river channels of known river 
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pathways within the model on to the DEM slopes. In ParFlow, instead of basing flow on 

elevation differences or river networks (such as is used in conventional groundwater modeling 

software), water flow is based upon the slopes between cells within the model’s domain. 

Enforcing river slopes allowed for slight adjustments in 2D slope topography in order to allow 

for flows to preferentially follow those cell directions. In order to ensure topographic 

connectivity of streams that may not be properly resolved by the 1km DEM, a river mask was 

created from the HydroSHEDS river network GIS database. The original river network shape file 

was imported into ArcGIS and modified to only contain river segments comprised of a 

predetermined number of preceding cells (see Figure 2.2). This was done in order to ensure that 

the flat-and pit-filling steps of the previous DEM filtration were not made redundant through the 

presence of short and dead-end tributaries and to match enforced rivers to the model resolution. 

The threshold for up-cells remaining was determined as all streams of less than a tertiary rating 

(or streams that had less that 399 cells within this model). The resulting binary mask (or a 

compilation of “1” cells where a river was present and a “0” where there were no rivers) was 

converted to simple ASCII and applied to the DEM (see Appendix A). Using a variation of the 

Velocity Contour Weighting Method and flow direction enforcement algorithm (Howes and 

Sanders 2011, Daniels et al 2011), the river mask was applied to the DEM via slope enforcement 

along river channels.  This technique involved a stair-stepping process between adjacent model 

cells. Upon completion, a general run-off test was undertaken upon the domain in order to 

confirm that realistic flow directions were enforced properly (see Figure 2.2). 

 

2.4 Subsurface Discretization 

 

Subsurface data for the Central Valley was collected from well logs across the region 

(Faunt et al. 2009). The Lawrence Livermore National Laboratory (LLNL) (Mansoor 2010) 

interpolated the subsurface domain from the original USGS grid to a 1km-1km-1m grid and a 

depth of 500 meters. This dataset proved to be too high resolution (over 29,000,000 data points) 

for efficient model runs within the scope of this study, and a code was devised to simplify this 

system while still maintaining general soil properties and geology. The code used for these 

simplifications can be found in Appendix A.  
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Figure 2.2 A Comparison of the pre-processed river network and the post-processed river 
network, where all up cells below the 399-upcell threshold had been removed. It should be noted 
that all major rivers within the region remain, as well as many of their primary and secondary 
tributaries. 
 

 

Figure 2.3 General Geologic profile of the Central Valley, CA (Page 1986) 

 

While the geology within the model domain is variable, it is predominantly comprised of 

bedrock mountain formations and a valley of alluvial fill above a known clay aquitard layer (see 
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Figure 1.3, Figure 2.3). These are expressed in the model in terms of their soil properties and 

needed to be simplified from 500 layers to 30 layers. This was by combining layers of varying 

thicknesses (see Figure 2.4) using the most common subsurface soil type (the statistical mode) as 

the value given over each designated new composite layer. These resulting subsurface 

aggregation allowed for a more efficient model domain, consisting of 1,767,330 model cells (a 

reduction by 27,688,170 cells) while still maintaining general geologic features of the higher 

resolution dataset (see Figure 2.4). The new model domain was then incorporated to a terrain-

following grid model and utilized for all subsequent model runs. Decreasing the model domain 

by nearly 94% allowed for less processors (64 processors were ultimately used) and allowed for 

quicker solving times. Subsurface vertical resolution was tested using the initial conditions 

drainage test (see Section 3.1 in the following chapter). This method proved effective for 

incorporating shallow geology, with an average difference in cell delineation of around 3% for 

sand and clay however it under predicted the amount of bedrock in the deeper layers, instead 

replacing it with marine sediments (90% bedrock in the original dataset was reduced to 45% in 

deeper layers). As the model incorporates one aquifer however, the deeper coarseness was not a 

complication for surficial process modeling. Within the scope of this study a simplified dataset 

compiled by the Lawrence Livermore National Laboratory was utilized that created delineations 

based upon bedrock, marine sediments, Corcoran clay layer and top soils. 

 

Figure 2.4 A generalized schematic representing the simplification of subsurface model layers 
(see Appendix A for code). 

Clay 

Sand 
Sand 

Limestone 

Sand 
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Figure 2.5 Figures A-L represent different slices of the original 
subsurface database (consisting of 500 layers and slightly 
larger in size) and the modified subsurface described in section 
(2-4). Images A and B were taken as cross sections through 
20% of the distance north of the southern model boundary. C 
and D are cross sections at 40% of the distance, E and F at 60% 
of the total distance, and G and H at 80% of the total distance. 
Images 1 and J are horizontal slices at the top surface while 
images K and L were taken at 250m below the surface of the 
model. These images were compared to determine the 
effectiveness of the mode derived simplification process. While 
some areas were notably larger in the averaged domain (such 
as aquitard layers (in chartreuse) in figures A and E), and some 
inclusions were smaller (see K and L), the general geology can 
be seen to be nearly identical, suggesting that the simplified 
domain is close to that of the original dataset. It should be 
noted that the 30 layer systems are not drawn to scale. 
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Figure 2.5 continued. 
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Figure 2.5 continued.
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 The simulations presented in this study used a simplified subsurface domain (see Figure 

2.6). This subsurface was divided into four different subsurface components, namely bedrock, 

clay and higher K alluvial material. This was then applied to every model run completed in this 

study. This dataset was compiled by Lawrence Livermore National Laboratory (Wagoner and 

Mansoor, 2009, personal communication) and outlines major geologic units within the 

subsurface of the domain. 

 

 

Figure 2.6 This figure depicts the simplified subsurface that was incorporated into the final 
model design. Images (A) through (C) depict slices through the domain in a vertical direction, 
and illustrate the shifts along mountain regions in terms of bedrock clay interface. Images (D) 
through (F) depict cross sections through the domain. All valley materials were treated the same 
in these experiments. 
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2.5 Model Viability Experiments 

 

The final model domain as well as water flow was tested using a series of scenarios for 

determining the flow across and within the system. Below is a description of the results of each 

of these tests. In order to test the surface flow functionality, a horizontal “run-off” test was 

conducted on the surface (Section 2.5.1). To test the functionality of the subsurface as well as the 

land surface, a drainage test was completed (see Section 3.1). Finally, in order to test the 

effectiveness of the model to complete land-energy balance functions via the use of weather 

forcing, a climate test was completed on the entire model (see Sections 3.2 and 3.3). Irrigation 

was then incorporated in order to determine its potential effects on water flow in the region (see 

section 3.6). The results of these tests were then compared to real system information as well as 

to each other in order to determine model effectiveness. 

 

2.5.1 Run-off Surface Tests 

 

Initial testing involved the analysis of surficial flow behavior and drainage effectiveness 

across the surface of the domain. An hour’s worth of rain at a rate of 0.25in/hr. was applied over 

the entire surface, and allowed to drain out via designated stream paths across the model surface. 

Stream flow and directions were observed through changes in pressure and saturation at the 

surface through time (see Figure 2.5). Stream flow formed across the domain, as was expected 

and flowed northward along known river channels. The experiment allowed for continuous 

drainage without the effects of evapotranspiration or infiltration over the course of 50 days. 

Within the first 10 days, most of the major river networks showed flow (see Figure 2.2 and 2.5) 

and flow directions were consistent with those of the natural environment within the San Joaquin 

valley. 

 

2.6 Incorporation of Irrigation Information 

 

Irrigation information, especially in regards to local applications, is not widely available for this 

region. Therefore, information was extrapolated based upon average crop land use determined 

through the California Water Resources Board’s (WRB) annual county land use 
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Figure 2.7 This figure contains the model domain directly after rain was applied across the 
system (A) as well as after drainage had occurred (B). The model was run on hourly time steps 
for a total of 250 hours. Over the course of that period, the land surface drained to produce 
known rivers, and a clear San Joaquin River can be seen running in its normal direction above 
(normally, the river flows from south to north). A large amount of vertical water depths can be 
seen on the surface suggesting slow drainage times and a backlog at the surface due to low slope 
angles and heavy flow. Only the San Joaquin River is present as the major tributary in the central 
area, further supporting a “backlog” type drainage pattern. In the natural system such water 
backlogs would overflow into the surrounding areas, creating a marsh-like environment 
classically seen in this regions natural setting. 
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surveys. The land surveys depict land use between 1998 and 2004 and were aggregated using 

ArcGIS. For the purposes of this study, historical land survey profiles were not utilized before 

1998 as they were not widely available for the counties within the study area. Upon aggregation 

of available data, the county maps were then clipped to the boundaries of the study area using the 

clipping data management tool (see Figure 2.7). County designations were then converted from 

the WRB’s conventional categories to IGBP standard land cover designations (see Table 2.2). 

These designations are necessary for the use of the Common Land Model (CLM) with ParFlow. 

Due to incomplete county records, not all of the regions within the study area had available 

survey information. Therefore, county records were combined with existing CLM land use 

databases for this region (which are coarser on average than survey data) in order to complete a 

total land use map (see Figure 2-1B).  

 

Irrigation was incorporated into ParFlow through the use of codes that designated 

irrigation cells based upon location and watering time. Irrigation was implemented on 

“Cropland” designated cells and irrigated during afternoon and evening hours (12pm to 12am). 

As CLM does not designate between individual crop types, all crops were given the same 

amount of water via the irrigation network. The irrigation rate was 0.0003m/hr. and based upon 

the rate of a 70 PSI sprayer network evenly applied over a 1 km farm area. Irrigation in ParFlow 

can be applied in either a surface drip system or a spray system, which allow for varying 

amounts of surface ponding and eventual infiltration. For this model, spray methods were 

utilized due to their more common frequency in the region. 

 

2.7 Final Model Design 

 

The final model for this project spans from the Coastal the central Sierra Nevada and 

encompasses the entire San Joaquin drainage basin (see Figure 2.4). Crop regions are common 

throughout the San Joaquin Valley including both groundwater and surface water sources. The 

domain is in a semi-arid climatic zone that is prone to drought conditions. Land use designations 

are comprised mostly of natural grassland in the valleys, and forests in the mountains, and a 

pronouncedly large river network runs through the center. Soils range from bedrock on the edges 
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Table 2.2 IGBP Land Cover Data Types (Source: CLM Manual). 

 

 

to a thick alluvial fill in the valley. Average precipitation is in the range of 200mm per year in 

the valley, and more in the mountains. Average daily maximum and minimum temperatures 

range from below freezing to 50 C. Overall, the region has a highly varied land use (see figure 

2.8), climatic, and subsurface profile primarily controlled by elevation. 

 

For the purposes of this project, this region was incorporated into ParFlow using a 

standardized domain of dx = dy = 1km with 269 by 219 surface cells, and 30 subsurface layers of 

varying thicknesses (see Figure 2.9). To a depth of 500m (see Figure 2.5 and 2.6). Slopes for the 

purposes of water flow were incorporated via DEM manipulations and subsurface data was 

incorporated via subsurface data compiled via Faunt et al (2009). This methodology was similar 

to previous studies on irrigation using ParFlow (see Ferguson and Maxwell 2011).  
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Figure 2.8 County Land Use maps via the Water resources Board (a) and a combined Common 
Land Model and County Land Use land cover map (b). It should be noted that map A is a direct 
visual interpretation of the Water Resources Board Land Use Surveys and does not represent the 
discretization of the model (b) Furthermore, areas represented in green (a) are areas with no data, 
and were “filled in” using CLM land use data for a complete regional surface interpretation (b).  
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Figure 2.9 Diagram of stylized model domain (a), accompanied with basic inflow-outflow 
ParFlow description (b). 

 

2.8 Model Experiments 

 

A series of irrigated and non-irrigated model runs were completed with the re-projected 

subsurface domains. These runs were completed in order to compare the differences between 

both surface and groundwater flow and between irrigated and non-irrigated systems. This 

research is to test not only the applicability of three dimensional modeling software towards 

irrigation, but to also highlight the potential effects of irrigation within the scope of the San 

Joaquin Valley hydrologic system as a whole. These tests were run on a series of 72 processors 

on the Ra supercomputer at Colorado School of Mines. Results were processed using VisIT 

visualization software and Python codes (see Appendix A).  

 

Model Runs consisted of irrigated and non-irrigated simulations of both averaged 

precipitation data. Information from the NLDAS dataset was utilized to create the proper 

climatic conditions occurring annually to determine the effect of irrigation in both situations. 
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Forcings included terms for precipitation (m/hr.), and evapotranspiration (m/hr.) and utilize CLM 

factors such as land cover for irrigation factors. Model results as well as the associated 

comparisons and discussions can be found in the following chapters. 
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CHAPTER 3 

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

 

In order to address each portion of this study’s research questions, a series of experiments 

were completed. For the purpose of addressing the feasibility and scaling, a model of the Central 

Valley’s San Joaquin Valley was completed. The model needed to be complex enough to 

realistically depict the system, while simple enough to be computationally efficient. A series of 

climatic and irrigation models were run on the resulting system to address its reliability for use in 

analyzing anthropogenic effects from the implementation of farming and irrigation on the natural 

landscape. The results of each of these experiments are listed in the following sub-sections. 

 

3.1 Initial Water Table Equilibration Experiments 

 

In order to monitor aquifer behavior, a beginning head was set at 20m below the surface 

across the entire model and allowed to equilibrate over the course of 1,000 days. No water was 

introduced into the system, and the only outflow from the subsurface occurred through drainages 

from river channels at the ground surface. The resulting water levels can be seen in Figure 3.1a. 

Total wall clock run times was 17 hours. The pressure and saturation values across the model 

ranged from 1m to 10m below the land surface in the valley (see Figure 3.1a and 3.1b) to fully 

unsaturated under bedrock regions. According to regional surveys of the area, typical water 

tables have been recorded at 1.7 to 3m (Kite and Hansen 1984) in the Central Valley, placing the 

test results as normal within the region. These results suggest that a constant, elevation controlled 

water table is present across the system. 

 

As shown in Figure 3.1b, depicting saturation across the system, areas with rivers as well 

as areas within the valley are more saturated while higher elevations are drier on average at the 

surface. These saturation results are similar to general records of the region (Kite and Hansen 

1984), which placed known wet spots and swamp like conditions over much of the Central 

Valley prior to heavy aquifer pumping and localized drainages (Katibah 2011). 
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Figure 3.1a The above figures depict pressures across the entire region at 110 hours (A), 1500 hours (B), 2008 hours (C) and 2398 
hours (D). Pressures range from 0 to 499m, around 1m below the surface. Depths depicted in blue range from 440m to 499m from the 
bottom of the model. Dark blue represents water table depths with near surface to surficial exposure, light blue is within 10m of the 
surface, green areas are within 10-30m of the surface and red areas are below 30m.  

0km 269	
km 

219	km 

0km 269	
km 

219	km 

T=0yrs T=8yrs 
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Figure 3.1b These images represent saturation values at 0 hours (A), 104 hours (B), 1506 hours (C) and 2398 hours (D). Saturation 
values in (A) are directly correlated to residual saturation values for each particular soil type within the model. Saturation values 
ranged from residual saturations (0.1) to fully saturated conditions (0.4). Areas in blue are all areas with 0.25 or more saturation, 
which accounts for saturation above 50%. 
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3.2 Long-Term Climatological Forcing Experiments 

 

In order to model potential long-term effects of climate over the region, a 

modified run-off test was completed using climatological forcing derived from IC 

(Variable Infiltration Capacity (VIC) Macroscale Hydrologic Model (Liang et al. 1994)) 

simulations. This product was provided Precipitation-Evaporation (P-E) values that were 

used to force the ParFlow model (Figure 3.2). This P-E forcing was applied to the system 

for multiple decades and resulted in the filling of the valley above the equilibrium of the 

water table (see Figure 3.3). Rivers, not solely controlled by a water table at equilibrium, 

formed first in the mountains and proceeded to flow into the valley proper. Lakes also 

form as well (see Figure 3.3), mainly in mountain regions similar to the natural system. 

This result suggests, similarly to the results of the previous equilibrium experiments, that 

this model exhibits both an active climatic response as well as a relatively shallow water 

table in valley areas. 

 

                 

Figure 3.2 P-E Data over the domain region (m/hr.). Values range from 1e-4 m/hr. (dark 
blue) to 0 m/hr. (red). Values are represented as negative because they are fluxes into the 
model 

Rate of Precipitation-
Evaporation (meters/hr.) 
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(a) 

 

Figure 3.3 Depiction of the saturation across the region at 

water table equilibrium (a) and after 10 years of infiltration (b). 

Rivers and lakes can be seen forming along the mountain 

blocks as well as within the edges of the Central Valley region. 

(c) depicts the water table after 20 years of infiltration. 

 

 

(b) 
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(c) Figure 3.3 continued. 
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Results of the P-E tests showed a no decrease in solver stability. Residuals were reduced 

from 1E-17to 1E-7 and outer iterations required an increase from 300 to 800 in order to allow for 

solving. As can be seen in Figure 3.3, surface pressures were greatly reduced with the increase of 

ET at the surface, and water table movement was recorded. Even at early time steps land covers 

across the region (Figures 3.3 and 3.4) vary widely, and it is clear that some land cover types 

were more affected by climatic effects than others.  

 

The major difference between the water table equilibration experiment (Section 3.1) and 

the infiltration study in this section are the depths at which saturation was increased. While the 

water table was allowed to equilibrate for multiple decades, it never produced more than a bit of 

surface flow. Instead, the infiltration studies, while only applying average infiltration values 

across the entirety of the model, resulted in the formation of numerous surface water features 

including lakes, streams and shallow surface flows. As is illustrated in Figure 3.4, precipitation 

does vary with temperature and season resulting is variations in flow. Due to the regions heavy 

reliance on seasonal storm and melting events, the results of an average annual precipitation 

amount will never adequately illustrate the surficial flow dynamics of the region. Therefore it 

can be surmised that with a variation in temperature and precipitation, a period of higher flows 

and lower flows would be observed across the model area (See Figure 1.2). In order to test this 

hypothesis, further climatic investigations were attempted using CLM hourly meteorological 

forcing. This experiment is discussed in the following section (Section 3.5). 

 

3.3 Climatic Experiments 

 

Final experiments for this study included driving ParFlow-CLM with atmospheric forcing 

both with and without anthropogenic irrigation. These studies comprised of two different 

experiments—the both with hourly weather forcing data through CLM climate modeling, the 

first occurring without irrigation over from October through April and the second involving 

forcing data for the month of May with and without irrigation. The month of May was chosen in 

order to utilize a summer month that marks the beginning of the irrigation cycle, yet still has the 

effects of weather events, especially in the upper elevations. This is period is the first month 
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Figure 3.4 Precipitation vs. temperature from a weather station located on the valley floor of the 
model domain over the course of an entire water year (October 1991-September 1992). 
 

within the red shaded section of Figure 3.4. Each of these two experiments is described in the 

following subsections. Climate experiments involved the analysis of model runs that extended 

from October 1991 through April 1992. Weather data was applied to the final model run from 

the VIC model experiments to provide initial system saturation and pressure distributions and 

extended through the winter season.  

 

Weather effects were analyzed by comparing real storm events to specific model times in 

order to interpret the models representation of each storm. The first storm event compared 

occurred from November 18th through November 21st, 1991 (see Figure 3.5). During this event, 

the system experienced a large wetting event at higher elevations followed by a large runoff 

event that percolated through the system over the course of two days following. This storm event 

was compared to weather reports from the Truckee weather stations, located near Lake Tahoe, 

CA (Figure 3.6). The results show a system in temperature flux from above to below freezing 

with a shift of around 11K from one day to the next (November 18th to the 20th). This 
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temperature shift, when combine with a sharp rise in precipitation on the 19th can be seen within 

the forcing data (see Figure 3.7) and is a likely cause of this large surficial run-off model 

response. 

 

The second storm event used for comparison of model to natural weather impacts on the 

coupled model occurred around the 17th of February 1992 (Figure 3.8). This event occurred over 

the course of 7 days from February 10th through February 15th, 1992 and involved an extended 

rise in temperatures at higher elevations and a significant increase in near surface saturation 

(Figure 3.9). The result of this later melt event resulted in near surface water table exhibited 

through the mountain regions and down into the valley itself (Figure 3.8). 

 

 

Figure 3.5 These images depict the water table depth across the model domain between the dates 
of November 18th, 1992 and November 21st, 1992. Dark blue represents water table depths with 
near surface to surficial exposure, light blue is within 10m of the surface, green areas are within 
10-30m of the surface and red areas are below 30m. 
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Figure 3.6 This graph illustrates temperature (red) and precipitation (blue) amounts from 
November 11th, 1991 through November 24th, 1992. These measurements illustrate the total daily 
precipitation (inches) and the average temperature (degrees Kelvin) as measured at Truckee, CA. 
The period of interest is shaded in blue and illustrates a shift in both temperature and 
precipitation occurring over a period of 5 days. 
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Figure 3.7 Temperature profiles for November 18th (A), November 19th (B) and November 21st 
(C) 1991. A decrease in temperature can be seen over the mountain regions (B) with a sharp 
increase by the 21st (C). 
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Figure 3.8 These images depict the water table depth across the model domain between the dates 
of February 10th, 1992 and February 14th, 1992. Dark blue represents water table depths with 
near surface to surficial exposure, light blue is within 10m of the surface, green areas are within 
10-30m of the surface and red areas are below 30m. A noticeable saturation event can be seen in 
the higher elevation regions of the model, which extends across multiple days and flows onto the 
valley floor itself, suggesting a potential melting event or a massive precipitation event has 
occurred. No increased saturation is occurring contemporaneously at the lower elevations, 
particularly in the central region of the valley floor. 
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Figure 3.9 This graph illustrates temperature (red) and precipitation (blue) amounts from January 
31st, 1991 through February 14th, 1992. These measurements illustrate the total daily 
precipitation (inches) and the average temperature (degrees Kelvin) as measured at Truckee, CA. 
The period of interest is shaded in blue and illustrates a prolonged period of average temperature 
of above freezing as well as steady rainfall. This temperature increase could have been a cause of 
melting in the snowpack and a potential contributor to the high saturation event measured by the 
model. 
 

These weather events presented themselves more noticeably in the higher elevations 

rather than in the San Joaquin Valley itself. Large melt events, involving the movement of stored 

alpine water resulted in more model surface flows than individual precipitation events, however 

storm events could be seen occurring at higher elevations in later months, suggesting that these 

regions can act as a main source for water flowing into the Valley no matter the season. When 

compared with the results of Williamson et al. 1989 (Figure 3.10) these flow trends produced by 

climatic variation appear to be similarly illustrated in the general water contributions to the 

region. Such results suggest that while complete stream flow was not exhibited in this model; 

these results are still comparable to realistic surface flow conditions. 
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Climate interactions could continue to be tested using this model. Some examples of 

further studies proposed include a multi-year longitudinal study to see the impacts of both dry 

and wet periods over time.  

 

 

Figure 3.10 This figure illustrates both the drainage basins of the Central Valley (the most 
important of which being the San Joaquin Valley for this study) as well as the main contributing 
factor for flow within the San Joaquin Valley per month. The dry season is illustrated on the 
right graph using red shading. This region has a rainy season and a dry season, with stream flow 
being the main contributing water source during the dry period (April-September) and local 
precipitation being a large contributor during the rainy season (October-March) (Williamson et 
al. 1989). This study found stream flow to be a major contributing factor during both periods. 
 

3.4 Irrigation Experiments 

 

Previous studies (eg. Sorooshian et al. (2011), Lobell and Bonfils (2008)) have observed 

and modeled the effects of irrigation in the Central Valley. They found that irrigation can have 

substantial impacts on the local environment. In order to incorporate irrigation into this model, a 

land-use-based irrigation scheme was implemented onto the surface. Water was applied to the 

surface at a rate of 0.0003 m/hr. using a “sprayer” method of application. This rate was chosen to 
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represent the effect of a 70PSI sprayer network over a 1km parcel of cropland. Irrigation was 

applied over a 12 hour period during the hottest part of the day. This was done in order to allow 

for maximum surface reactions to the application of excess water and would not be done in 

normal agricultural settings due to the afternoon possessing higher temperatures and resulting in 

greater evaporation of surface water. Irrigated model runs and non-irrigated model runs were 

completed through May 1991 and compared in order to determine potential effects of irrigation 

on the surface. 

 

Irrigation at the surface resulted in an increase in latent heat measured at the surface 

compared to non-irrigated cases (see Figure 3.10). Similarly, saturation increased at the surface 

with irrigation (see Figure 3.11) and maintained an equal or higher soil moisture profile 

throughout the entire test. Interestingly, saturation at the surface equalized between both the 

irrigated and non-irrigated model runs, however this occurred at varying rates depending upon 

the cells location within the model. This is most likely due to the fact that the cells exhibiting an 

“equilibration” between the irrigated and non-irrigated models have very low saturated hydraulic 

conductivity values, causing even a little moisture to saturate them. This equalization can be seen 

in the quadratic behavior seen in Figure 3.11 and could be the result of soils at the surface 

reaching saturated conditions via either surficial runoff or irrigation. Irrigated cells however did 

illustrate an initial spike in saturation that rose to as high as 2.5% above their non-irrigated 

counterparts. 

 

Finally, if irrigation were applied in conjunction with groundwater pumping, modeling of 

the Central Valley could provide a large amount of information in regards to flow and storage. 

Modeling provides one tool with which to interpret and analyze water availability and resources 

that would otherwise, due to technological or legal reasons, be immeasurable. In the Central 

Valley in particular, while pumping rates are unknown due to legal regulations, various modeling 

scenarios coupled with known elevation changes over the region could provide a supplement to 

well logs, and allow for more informed water management decisions to be made by the 

appropriate regulators 
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Figure 3.11 This figure contains both irrigated (right) and non-irrigated (left) model results from 
May 1st, 1992 at 11am (before initial irrigation was implemented at the surface) (top row) and 
May 2nd, 1992 at 11am (bottom row). Irrigated cells show a difference of up to 1.8W/m2 and can 
be seen around cropland locations. No noticeable water table fluctuations were found under 
irrigated croplands, suggesting that “water table mounding” was not a seen for these model 
simulations. 
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Figure 3.12a This graph represents the difference between irrigated and non-irrigated saturation 
rated throughout the beginning of May 1992. Each line represents an individual crop cell that 
was irrigated throughout the course of the irrigated model runs. 250 cells were chosen for 
comparison. All cells show initial differences in saturation between the two models after the 
implementation of irrigation, however some cells show patterns of equilibration suggesting that 
surface saturation in some of these cells could be effected by surrounding runoff and/or climatic 
contributions as well. All cells had the same hydraulic properties, so these comparisons are based 
solely upon the external effects of topography and forcing data. 
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Figure 3.12b This graph illustrates the difference exhibited in latent heat (W/m^2) at the surface 
at 187 irrigated and non-irrigated cropland cell locations. Irrigated cells show an increase in 
latent heat over periods of irrigation (12:00pm to 12:00am daily), beginning to occur around 3 
days after irrigation began. This graph was normalized to only illustrate differences where 
irrigated cells produced higher latent heat values than non-irrigated cells in order to isolate 
irrigations effect from the natural system. 
 

.  
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CHAPTER 4 

CONCLUSIONS 

 

This study developed a working, integrated hydrologic model of the San Joaquin 

watershed in the California Central Valley using ParFlow.  This work expands upon previous 

studies, (as were discussed in Chapter 1 of this thesis) that have shown the need for a complex 

integrated model of the region. Such a model is a necessary component to addressing the 

research questions presented. Modeling with ParFlow on a regional scale was chosen as an 

effective method with which to achieve this. Through the use of DEMs as well as other GIS 

based information, as well as simple subsurface and hydrologic parameters the model presented 

the capability to model this system is demonstrated to respond hydrologically with relatively 

similar to natural flows seen within the region.  

 

The use of a very refined grid was very important for this model. Due to the variety of 

land uses across the region, a small grid cell size of 1km was chosen to represent the surfaces 

diversity. The 1km lateral resolution used here balanced detail of land cover and geology while 

allowing efficient solution at regional scale.   The results of this work demonstrate that ParFlow 

is an effective modeling platform for these research goals. This high level of land use 

characterization led to the necessity for a larger number of processors to be used in calculations, 

and with it the need of high powered computing machines for the purposes of solving this 

problem.  

 

Through this investigation, it is clear that ParFlow is an excellent tool for modeling this 

region. ParFlow is able to both build and utilize a complex finely discretized model of the San 

Joaquin Valley. While it is easy to view an increase in complexity as an increase in model 

capability, here simplifications in land use and geology allowed for a more efficient model for 

the purposes of answering the research questions in this study. 

 

What impacts does localized climate have on the hydrologic cycle of the San Joaquin Valley, 

CA? 
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The main control for flow within this ParFlow model is most likely a combination of a 

relatively high water table at high elevations (up to 1m below the surface in some areas), with 

surface storm runoff from regional precipitation and snowmelt. The ParFlow model 

demonstrated that when these flows are coupled with high snowmelt in the Sierra, they generate 

surface flows which resulted in flooding down into the valley below. Over the course of this 

study neither the water table nor surface flows in the San Joaquin Valley raised enough to 

generate surface flows outside of the mountainous regions without this snowmelt process. This is 

effectively the process commonly known as mountain-block recharge and it is demonstrated 

directly here. In general, climate appeared to have a massive impact of natural flow dynamics 

within the system. Snowmelt in particular provided the greatest contributions, outside irrigation, 

to the saturation and flow processes within the valley itself. 

 

What are the large-scale impacts of surficially applied irrigation in the San Joaquin Valley on 

the hydrologic cycle? 

 

The presence of irrigation provided a means for incorporating anthropogenic impacts into 

a regional watershed. This model incorporated physically-based, regional-scale irrigation. This 

produced an increase in soil moisture as well as an increase in latent heat over cropland 

designated cells within the model during irrigation events. Saturation also illustrated impacts of 

added surface water both on cropland cells as well as surrounding areas and exhibited higher 

values over and near cropland cells. A fine discretization for such experiments was vital to be 

able incorporate the intensive land use variability throughout the sub-regions of the model. 

Significant increase in recharge was not seen at the water table for these simulations. These 

results (increased saturation and increased latent heat flux) agree with prior work (e.g. 

Sorooshian et al. (2011), Lobell and Bonfils (2008)) but allow the incorporation of finer 

discretization and treatment of mountain block recharge. However, the increase in recharge and 

resulting lack water table “mounding” under irrigated crops does not agree with some prior 

studies (e.g. Ferguson and Maxwell, 2011; 2012).  
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4.1 Next Steps 

 

Future work involving anthropogenic effects on the region should include the 

incorporation of pumping effects as a result of agricultural and municipal (urban) demands 

activities. This could be accomplished within ParFlow through the creation of a generalized well 

field design across the domain. Without an unlimited access to well log records for this region 

however (and there is a lack of pumping data), this would prove difficult to incorporate 

complicating the inclusion of these components. Further work could also include large water 

management projects such as the Hetch Hetchy reservoir. The inclusion of irrigation channels 

could also provide an interesting comparison of how routing of water is influencing the natural 

flow within the region. 

 

This study focused exclusively on the immediate system response resulting from applied 

irrigation during the summer months. Further investigation, especially involving snowmelt, 

would lead to interesting results. Another potential focus of future research could involve the 

comparison of the flow parameters, pointedly the discharge out of the model to GRACE results 

per Farmiglietti et al. (2011) (see Figure 3.12). Such a comparison could be used to better 

evaluate the reliability of ParFlow results to the more complex reality of the natural system.  

 

 Throughout this study, a variety of tests and methods were employed to answer each 

research question, each requiring a similar but different approach. These included building a 

viable model of the region and accurately recreating recognizable natural events. They also 

involved the application of theoretical irrigation values and modeling their effects. These 

questions proved feasible to address within the scope of this project. Other questions that were 

generated from this study were more philosophical in nature and included whether it was 

possible to predict the effects of anthropogenic impacts on a natural system, as well as the effects 

of management tools on system flow. These types of questions are much more difficult to 

answer. On the one hand they are the most vital towards furthering our knowledge of our impact 

on the region as a whole. On the other hand, there is always the possibility that they cannot be 
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Figure 4.1 GRACE satellite imaging for the purposes of determining potential ground water flow 
parameters in the Central Valley, CA. (Source: Farmiglietti et al. 2011). 

 

answered due to their high level of complexity that they would present in a modeling 

environment. No doubt their answers will prove vital towards furthering our knowledge of our 

impact on future generations. 

 

Lastly, this study has shown that it is possible to model many features of the Central 

Valley, from land uses to subsurface geology. This model was not only able to recreate the local 

natural flows within the system, but also to handle climatic events on small time steps. By doing 

so, the exploration of ParFlow as a tool to analyze and predict water flow and flux has proved a 

challenging but worthy endeavor for further studies to potentially utilize. With this model of the 

Central Valley, a plethora of possibilities await the prospect of future research both as it is as 

well as for the development of new additions to its capabilities. Such work would add greatly to 
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our knowledge of such an important region as well as potentially assist in the management of this 

“new gold” for California. 
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APPENDIX A 

CODES 

For this thesis project, all personally written codes were completed using Python 2.6.6. 

All Input scripts for ParFlow were completed using TCL/Tk input scripts modified from the 

Little Washita Project as well as the Overland Flow test cases.  

 

A.1 Codes Written by Me 

CODE 1. Converting ArcGIS ASCII Data to ParFlow input files 

from StringIO import StringIO  #Necessary for starting the Numpy stuff 

import numpy as np  #Needed to run Numpy so we can work with array datasets(Python hates arrays otherwise and 

will only count on one row) 

originaldata=np.loadtxt('C:/Users/Sophia Wolfenden/Desktop/Finished 

Data/original_mask711.txt',comments='#',delimiter=None,skiprows=6,usecols=None,unpack=False,ndmin=0) #This 

should be the original ascii file from the GIS work 

#originaldata=np.loadtxt('C:/Python26/Look/rivermask.txt','r') #This should be the original ascii file from the GIS 

work 

 

newdata=np.array( [] )   #Creates a new array for the new data set 

for i in reversed(range(0,np.size(originaldata, axis=0))): #Row increment 

    for j in range(0,np.size(originaldata, axis=1)):  #Column increment 

        #print originaldata[i,j] 

        newdata=np.append(newdata, originaldata[i,j]) #Changes the stringed array from array format to a list format 

 

         

newdatafile=open('C:/Users/Sophia Wolfenden/Desktop/Finished Data/rivermask_reformatted9.txt', 'w')   #Change 

New File name for the new file for the reformated data 

np.savetxt('C:/Users/Sophia Wolfenden/Desktop/Finished Data/rivermask_reformatted10.txt', newdata, 

fmt="%1.0F")   #Saves the text from the list to the new file       

newdatafile.close()  #Closes the new data file 

 

CODE 2. Converting a Three-Dimensional Subsurface to both a proper size and 

appropriate depth designations 

print "Importing Modules" 

from StringIO import StringIO  #Necessary for starting the Numpy stuff 
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import numpy as np  #Needed to run Numpy so we can work with array datasets(Python hates arrays otherwise and 

will only count on one row) 

import scipy as sp 

#import matplotlib as mpl 

#import matplotlib.pyplot as plt 

import warnings 

warnings.simplefilter('ignore', DeprecationWarning) 

from scipy import stats 

import itertools 

 

# Set Grid Information 

#--------------------------------------------------------------- 

print "Setting Grid Information" 

nx  = 270 

nx2 = 269 

ny  = 220 

ny2 = 219 

nz  = 500 

nz2 = 30 

x0  = 0.0 

y0  = 0.0 

dx  = 1000.0 

dy  = 1000.0 

dz  = 1.0 

 

#Set Subsurface Layers 

#--------------------------------------------------------------- 

print "Setting Subsurface Layers" 

DEPTH     = np.zeros([30]) 

DEPTH[0]  = 0 

DEPTH[1]  = 1 

DEPTH[2]  = 2 

DEPTH[3]  = 3 

DEPTH[4]  = 4 

DEPTH[5]  = 5 

DEPTH[6]  = 10 

DEPTH[7]  = 20 
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DEPTH[8]  = 60 

DEPTH[9]  = 100 

DEPTH[10] = 120 

DEPTH[11] = 140 

DEPTH[12] = 160 

DEPTH[13] = 180 

DEPTH[14] = 200 

DEPTH[15] = 220 

DEPTH[16] = 240 

DEPTH[17] = 250 

DEPTH[18] = 300 

DEPTH[19] = 350 

DEPTH[20] = 400 

DEPTH[21] = 450 

DEPTH[22] = 480 

DEPTH[23] = 490 

DEPTH[24] = 494 

DEPTH[25] = 495 

DEPTH[26] = 496 

DEPTH[27] = 497 

DEPTH[28] = 498 

DEPTH[29] = 499  

 

# Create axis arrays 

#--------------------------------------------------------------- 

#print "Creating Axis Arrays" 

#EMPTY_ORIG = np.zeros([1,3,500]) 

#NEW_ARRAY  = np.zeros([1,3,30]) 

 

# Read in Subsurface Data 

#--------------------------------------------------------------- 

print "Reading in Original Subsurface Data" 

line = 1 

f = open("C:/Users/Sophia Wolfenden/Desktop/subsurface7182011.txt", "r") 

junk = f.readline() 

ORIG_SUBSURFACE = np.zeros( [nx,ny,nz], order='F' ) 
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for k in range(0,nz): 

    for j in range( 0,ny ): 

        for i in range( 0,nx ): 

            ORIG_SUBSURFACE[i,j,k] = float(f.readline()) 

    # if ( (i==10) and (j==10) ): 

 #     print i,j,k,ORIG_SUBSURFACE[i,j,k] 

 

f.close() 

# Calculate all mode values 

#--------------------------------------------------------------- 

print "Beginning Mode Calculations" 

MODE_TEMP = np.ones([2])*9999 

MODE_SUBSURFACE = np.zeros( [nx2,ny2,nz2], order='F'  ) 

#print section 

a = 0 

b = 1 

 

for k in range( nz2 ): 

    for j in range( ny2 ): 

        for i in range ( nx2 ): 

            #section = ORIG_SUBSURFACE[i,j,DEPTH[a]:DEPTH[b]] 

#            print section 

#            print a 

#            print b 

            if k<29: 

                MODE_TEMP = sp.stats.mode(ORIG_SUBSURFACE[i,j,DEPTH[k]:DEPTH[k+1]], axis=0) 

               # print MODE_TEMP[0] 

                MODE_SUBSURFACE [i,j,k] =  MODE_TEMP[0] 

            else: 

                MODE_SUBSURFACE [i,j,k] =  ORIG_SUBSURFACE[i,j,DEPTH[k]] 

  

            if b==29: 

                a= 0 

                b= 1 

            else: 

                a+=1 

                b+=1 
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#print MODE_SUBSURFACE 

 

print "End Mode Calculations" 

 

# Read in WRF Data 

#--------------------------------------------------------------- 

print "Reading WRF Data" 

#g = open("C:/Users/Sophia Wolfenden/Desktop/test_wrf_data.txt", "r") 

#ORIG_WRF = g.readlines() 

#g.close() 

# 

#soil   = np.zeros( [nx2,ny2,nz2] )*9999 

#print soil 

#line   = 0 

#for k in range ( nz3 ): 

#    for j in range( ny ): 

#       for i in range( nx ): 

#           soil[i,j,k] = float( ORIG_WRF[line].split( )[0] ) 

#           line      = line + 1 

#del( ORIG_WRF ) 

 

# Fill Indicator Fields--allows for errors in the grids to be seen 

#--------------------------------------------------------------- 

#print "Filling Indicatior Fields and Overall Array" 

#geo = np.ones([nx,ny,nz]) * -9999.9 

# 

#print "Beginning Filling in WRF Data" 

#for j in range( ny2 ): 

#    for i in range( nx2 ): 

#        # Top four layers -- WRF indices 

#        for z in range( 0,3 ): 

#            soil[i,j,z]  = top 

#        print "End of WRF Data" 

#        print "Beginning Filling in Subsurface Data" 

#        # Remainder of top 499 meters  

#        for z in range( 0,29 ): 
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#            subsurf = MODE_SUBSURFACE[i,j,z] 

#            soil[i,j,z] = subsurf 

#print soil 

 

print "End of Filling in Subsurface Data" 

 

# Create the Subsurface as an ASCII file for ParFlow Runs 

#--------------------------------------------------------------- 

f1    = open( "C:/Users/Sophia Wolfenden/Desktop/cv.subsurface_reed.txt", "w" ) 

print >> f1, nx2, ny2, nz2 

for k in range(0, nz2 ): 

    for j in range( ny2 ): 

        for i in range( nx2 ): 

            #print >> f1, soil[i,j,z] 

            print >> f1, MODE_SUBSURFACE[i,j,k] 

            #print >> f1, ORIG_SUBSURFACE[i,j,k] 

f1.close( ) 

 

print "Program Ended" 

 

 

CODE 3. Non-Irrigated ParFlow TCL/Tk Input Script for the San Joaquin Valley, 

California 

#  This runs the tilted-v catchment problem 

#  similar to that in Kollet and Maxwell (2006) AWR 

 

set tcl_precision 17 

 

set runname "cv.P_E.spinup" 

 

# 

# Import the ParFlow TCL package 

# 

lappend auto_path $env(PARFLOW_DIR)/bin  

package require ParFlow 

namespace import ParFlow::* 
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pfset FileVersion 4 

 

pfset Process.Topology.P        9 

pfset Process.Topology.Q        8 

pfset Process.Topology.R        1 

 

#--------------------------------------------------------- 

# Computational Grid 

#--------------------------------------------------------- 

pfset ComputationalGrid.Lower.X           0.0 

pfset ComputationalGrid.Lower.Y           0.0 

pfset ComputationalGrid.Lower.Z           0.0 

 

pfset ComputationalGrid.NX                269 

pfset ComputationalGrid.NY                219 

pfset ComputationalGrid.NZ                30 

 

pfset ComputationalGrid.DX          1000.0 

pfset ComputationalGrid.DY               1000.0 

pfset ComputationalGrid.DZ             20.0 

 

#--------------------------------------------------------- 

# The Names of the GeomInputs 

#--------------------------------------------------------- 

pfset GeomInput.Names                 "domaininput indi_input" 

 

pfset GeomInput.domaininput.GeomName  domain 

 

 

pfset GeomInput.domaininput.InputType  Box  

 

#--------------------------------------------------------- 

# Domain Geometry  

#--------------------------------------------------------- 

pfset Geom.domain.Lower.X                        0.0 

pfset Geom.domain.Lower.Y                        0.0 

pfset Geom.domain.Lower.Z                        0.0 
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pfset Geom.domain.Upper.X                        269000.0 

pfset Geom.domain.Upper.Y                        219000.0 

pfset Geom.domain.Upper.Z                          600.0 

pfset Geom.domain.Patches             "x-lower x-upper y-lower y-upper z-lower z-upper" 

 

 

#-------------------------------------------- 

# variable dz assignments 

#------------------------------------------ 

pfset Solver.Nonlinear.VariableDz     True 

#pfset Solver.Nonlinear.VariableDz     False  

pfset dzScale.GeomNames            domain 

pfset dzScale.Type            nzList 

pfset dzScale.nzListNumber       30 

pfset Cell.0.dzScale.Value 1.0 

pfset Cell.1.dzScale.Value 1.0 

pfset Cell.2.dzScale.Value 1.0 

pfset Cell.3.dzScale.Value 1.0 

pfset Cell.4.dzScale.Value 1.0 

pfset Cell.5.dzScale.Value 1.0 

pfset Cell.6.dzScale.Value 1.0 

pfset Cell.7.dzScale.Value 1.0 

pfset Cell.8.dzScale.Value 1.0 

pfset Cell.9.dzScale.Value 1.0 

pfset Cell.10.dzScale.Value 1.0 

pfset Cell.11.dzScale.Value 1.0 

pfset Cell.12.dzScale.Value 1.0 

pfset Cell.13.dzScale.Value 1.0 

pfset Cell.14.dzScale.Value 1.0 

pfset Cell.15.dzScale.Value 1.0 

pfset Cell.16.dzScale.Value 1.0 

pfset Cell.17.dzScale.Value 1.0 

pfset Cell.18.dzScale.Value 1.0 

pfset Cell.18.dzScale.Value 1.0 

pfset Cell.19.dzScale.Value 1.0 

pfset Cell.20.dzScale.Value 1.0 
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pfset Cell.21.dzScale.Value 1.0 

pfset Cell.22.dzScale.Value 1.0 

pfset Cell.23.dzScale.Value 1.0 

pfset Cell.24.dzScale.Value 1.0 

pfset Cell.25.dzScale.Value 0.5 

pfset Cell.26.dzScale.Value 0.3 

pfset Cell.27.dzScale.Value 0.05 

pfset Cell.28.dzScale.Value 0.05 

pfset Cell.29.dzScale.Value 0.05 

 

 

#--------------------------------------------------------- 

# Indicator Geometry Input 

#--------------------------------------------------------- 

pfset GeomInput.indi_input.InputType      IndicatorField 

pfset GeomInput.indi_input.GeomNames      "S0 S1 S2 S3 S4 S5 S6 S7 S8 S9 S10 S11 S12 S13 S14 S15" 

pfset Geom.indi_input.FileName            cv.subsurface_final.pfb 

 

#S0=bedrock 

#S1=sand 

#S2=loamy sand 

#S3=silt 

#S4=silt loam 

#S5=silty clay loam 

#S6=loam 

#S7=sandy loam  

#S8=clay loam 

#S9=sandy clay loam  

#S10=silty clay 

#S11=clay  

#S12=organic  

#S13=PZPC 

#S14=base corcoran 

#S15=top ccorcoran 

 

pfset GeomInput.S0.Value                  0 

pfset GeomInput.S1.Value                  1 
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pfset GeomInput.S2.Value                  2 

pfset GeomInput.S3.Value                  3 

pfset GeomInput.S4.Value                  4 

pfset GeomInput.S5.Value                  5 

pfset GeomInput.S6.Value                  6 

pfset GeomInput.S7.Value                  7 

pfset GeomInput.S8.Value                  8 

pfset GeomInput.S9.Value                  9 

pfset GeomInput.S10.Value                10 

pfset GeomInput.S11.Value                11 

pfset GeomInput.S12.Value                12 

pfset GeomInput.S13.Value                13 

pfset GeomInput.S14.Value                14 

pfset GeomInput.S15.Value                15 

 

 

#----------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

# Perm 

#----------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

 

pfset Geom.Perm.Names                  "domain S0 S1 S2 S3 S4 S5 S6 S7 S8 S9 S10 S11 S12 S13 S14 S15" 

# Values in m/hour 

 

# these are examples to make the upper portions of the v heterogeneous 

# the following is ignored if the perm.type "Constant" settings are not 

# commented out, below. 

 

 

# hydraulic conductivity is very low, but not zero, top node will have to saturate 

# before overland flow can begin and will be driven by hortonian flow 

# comment out the left and right settings to make the subsurface heterogeneous using 

# turning bands above.  Run time increases quite a bit with a heterogeneous 

# subsurface 

# 

 

pfset Geom.domain.Perm.Type            Constant 

pfset Geom.domain.Perm.Value           0.25 
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pfset Geom.S0.Perm.Type                   Constant 

pfset Geom.S0.Perm.Value                  0.000001 

  

pfset Geom.S1.Perm.Type                   Constant 

pfset Geom.S1.Perm.Value                  0.0102 

  

pfset Geom.S2.Perm.Type                   Constant 

pfset Geom.S2.Perm.Value                  0.0101 

  

pfset Geom.S3.Perm.Type                   Constant 

pfset Geom.S3.Perm.Value                  0.0014 

  

pfset Geom.S4.Perm.Type                   Constant 

pfset Geom.S4.Perm.Value                  0.0007 

  

pfset Geom.S5.Perm.Type                   Constant 

pfset Geom.S5.Perm.Value                  0.0009 

  

pfset Geom.S6.Perm.Type                   Constant 

pfset Geom.S6.Perm.Value                  0.0015 

  

pfset Geom.S7.Perm.Type                   Constant 

pfset Geom.S7.Perm.Value                  0.0064 

  

pfset Geom.S8.Perm.Type                   Constant 

pfset Geom.S8.Perm.Value                  0.0021 

 

pfset Geom.S9.Perm.Type                   Constant 

pfset Geom.S9.Perm.Value                  0.0029 

  

pfset Geom.S10.Perm.Type                   Constant 

pfset Geom.S10.Perm.Value                  0.0013 

  

pfset Geom.S11.Perm.Type                   Constant 

pfset Geom.S11.Perm.Value                  0.0012 
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pfset Geom.S12.Perm.Type                   Constant 

pfset Geom.S12.Perm.Value                  0.01 

 

pfset Geom.S13.Perm.Type                   Constant 

pfset Geom.S13.Perm.Value                  0.0012 

 

pfset Geom.S14.Perm.Type                   Constant 

pfset Geom.S14.Perm.Value                  0.0012 

 

pfset Geom.S15.Perm.Type                   Constant 

pfset Geom.S15.Perm.Value                  0.0012 

 

 

 

pfset Perm.TensorType               TensorByGeom 

 

pfset Geom.Perm.TensorByGeom.Names  "domain" 

 

pfset Geom.domain.Perm.TensorValX  1.0 

pfset Geom.domain.Perm.TensorValY  1.0 

pfset Geom.domain.Perm.TensorValZ  1.0 

 

#----------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

# Specific Storage 

#----------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

 

pfset SpecificStorage.Type            Constant 

pfset SpecificStorage.GeomNames       "domain" 

pfset Geom.domain.SpecificStorage.Value 1.0e-4 

 

#----------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

# Phases 

#----------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

 

pfset Phase.Names "water" 

 

pfset Phase.water.Density.Type         Constant 
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pfset Phase.water.Density.Value         1.0 

 

pfset Phase.water.Viscosity.Type Constant 

pfset Phase.water.Viscosity.Value 1.0 

 

#----------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

# Contaminants 

#----------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

 

pfset Contaminants.Names   "" 

 

#----------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

# Retardation 

#----------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

 

pfset Geom.Retardation.GeomNames           "" 

 

#----------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

# Gravity 

#----------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

 

pfset Gravity    1.0 

 

#----------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

# Setup timing info 

#----------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

 

#  

pfset TimingInfo.BaseUnit        1 

pfset TimingInfo.StartCount      0 

pfset TimingInfo.StartTime       0.0 

pfset TimingInfo.StopTime        88000 

pfset TimingInfo.DumpInterval    -24 

pfset TimeStep.Type              Constant 

pfset TimeStep.Value             0.25 

 

#----------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
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# Porosity 

#----------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

 

pfset Geom.Porosity.GeomNames          "domain S0 S1 S2 S3 S4 S5 S6 S7 S8 S9 S10 S11 S12 S13 S14 S15" 

#pfset Geom.Porosity.GeomNames            domain 

 

pfset Geom.domain.Porosity.Type          Constant 

pfset Geom.domain.Porosity.Value         0.3 

 

pfset Geom.S0.Porosity.Type               Constant 

pfset Geom.S0.Porosity.Value              0.0004 

 

pfset Geom.S1.Porosity.Type               Constant 

pfset Geom.S1.Porosity.Value              0.375 

 

pfset Geom.S2.Porosity.Type               Constant 

pfset Geom.S2.Porosity.Value              0.39 

 

pfset Geom.S3.Porosity.Type               Constant 

pfset Geom.S3.Porosity.Value              0.489 

 

pfset Geom.S4.Porosity.Type               Constant 

pfset Geom.S4.Porosity.Value              0.439 

 

pfset Geom.S5.Porosity.Type               Constant 

pfset Geom.S5.Porosity.Value              0.482 

 

pfset Geom.S6.Porosity.Type               Constant 

pfset Geom.S6.Porosity.Value              0.399 

 

pfset Geom.S7.Porosity.Type               Constant 

pfset Geom.S7.Porosity.Value              0.387 

 

pfset Geom.S8.Porosity.Type               Constant 

pfset Geom.S8.Porosity.Value              0.442 

 

pfset Geom.S9.Porosity.Type               Constant 
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pfset Geom.S9.Porosity.Value              0.384 

 

pfset Geom.S10.Porosity.Type               Constant 

pfset Geom.S10.Porosity.Value              0.481 

 

pfset Geom.S11.Porosity.Type               Constant 

pfset Geom.S11.Porosity.Value              0.459 

 

pfset Geom.S12.Porosity.Type               Constant 

pfset Geom.S12.Porosity.Value              0.26 

 

pfset Geom.S13.Porosity.Type               Constant 

pfset Geom.S13.Porosity.Value              0.459 

 

pfset Geom.S14.Porosity.Type               Constant 

pfset Geom.S14.Porosity.Value              0.459 

 

pfset Geom.S15.Porosity.Type               Constant 

pfset Geom.S15.Porosity.Value              0.459 

 

#----------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

# Domain 

#----------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

 

pfset Domain.GeomName domain 

 

#----------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

# Relative Permeability 

#----------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

 

pfset Phase.RelPerm.Type               VanGenuchten 

pfset Phase.RelPerm.GeomNames        "domain S0 S1 S2 S3 S4 S5 S6 S7 S8 S9 S10 S11 S12 S13 S14 S15" 

#pfset Phase.RelPerm.GeomNames          domain 

 

 

pfset Geom.domain.RelPerm.Alpha         0.6 

pfset Geom.domain.RelPerm.N             4.0 
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pfset Geom.S0.RelPerm.Alpha           3.5 

pfset Geom.S0.RelPerm.N               2.0 

 

pfset Geom.S1.RelPerm.Alpha           3.524 

pfset Geom.S1.RelPerm.N               3.177 

 

pfset Geom.S2.RelPerm.Alpha           3.475 

pfset Geom.S2.RelPerm.N               2.0 

 

 

pfset Geom.S3.RelPerm.Alpha           0.658 

pfset Geom.S3.RelPerm.N               2.0 

 

pfset Geom.S4.RelPerm.Alpha           0.506 

pfset Geom.S4.RelPerm.N               2.0 

 

pfset Geom.S5.RelPerm.Alpha           0.84 

pfset Geom.S5.RelPerm.N               2.0 

 

pfset Geom.S6.RelPerm.Alpha           1.112 

pfset Geom.S6.RelPerm.N               2.0 

 

pfset Geom.S7.RelPerm.Alpha           2.667 

pfset Geom.S7.RelPerm.N               2.0 

 

pfset Geom.S8.RelPerm.Alpha           1.581 

pfset Geom.S8.RelPerm.N               2.0 

 

pfset Geom.S9.RelPerm.Alpha           2.109 

pfset Geom.S9.RelPerm.N               2.0 

 

pfset Geom.S10.RelPerm.Alpha          1.622 

pfset Geom.S10.RelPerm.N               2.0 

 

pfset Geom.S11.RelPerm.Alpha           1.496 

pfset Geom.S11.RelPerm.N               2.0 
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pfset Geom.S12.RelPerm.Alpha           3.5 

pfset Geom.S12.RelPerm.N               2.0 

 

 

pfset Geom.S13.RelPerm.Alpha           1.496 

pfset Geom.S13.RelPerm.N               2.0 

 

pfset Geom.S14.RelPerm.Alpha           1.496 

pfset Geom.S14.RelPerm.N               2.0 

 

pfset Geom.S15.RelPerm.Alpha           1.496 

pfset Geom.S15.RelPerm.N               2.0 

 

 

#--------------------------------------------------------- 

# Saturation 

#--------------------------------------------------------- 

 

pfset Phase.Saturation.Type              VanGenuchten 

pfset Phase.Saturation.GeomNames        "domain S0 S1 S2 S3 S4 S5 S6 S7 S8 S9 S10 S11 S12 S13 S14 S15" 

#pfset Phase.Saturation.GeomNames        domain 

 

pfset Geom.domain.Saturation.Alpha        0.6 

pfset Geom.domain.Saturation.N            4.0 

pfset Geom.domain.Saturation.SRes         0.2 

pfset Geom.domain.Saturation.SSat         1.0 

 

#S0=bedrock 

pfset Geom.S0.Saturation.Alpha            3.5 

pfset Geom.S0.Saturation.N                2.0 

pfset Geom.S0.Saturation.SRes             0.126 

pfset Geom.S0.Saturation.SSat             1.0 

 

#S1=sand 

pfset Geom.S1.Saturation.Alpha            3.524 

pfset Geom.S1.Saturation.N                3.177 
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pfset Geom.S1.Saturation.SRes             0.141 

pfset Geom.S1.Saturation.SSat             1.0 

 

#S2=loamy sand 

pfset Geom.S2.Saturation.Alpha            3.475 

pfset Geom.S2.Saturation.N                2.0 

pfset Geom.S2.Saturation.SRes             0.126 

pfset Geom.S2.Saturation.SSat             1.0 

 

#S3=silt 

pfset Geom.S3.Saturation.Alpha            0.658 

pfset Geom.S3.Saturation.N                2.0 

pfset Geom.S3.Saturation.SRes             0.102 

pfset Geom.S3.Saturation.SSat             1.0 

 

#S4=silt loam 

pfset Geom.S4.Saturation.Alpha            0.506 

pfset Geom.S4.Saturation.N                2.0 

pfset Geom.S4.Saturation.SRes             0.148 

pfset Geom.S4.Saturation.SSat             1.0 

 

#S5=silty clay loam 

pfset Geom.S5.Saturation.Alpha            0.84 

pfset Geom.S5.Saturation.N                2.0 

pfset Geom.S5.Saturation.SRes             0.186 

pfset Geom.S5.Saturation.SSat             1.0 

 

#S6=loam 

pfset Geom.S6.Saturation.Alpha            1.112 

pfset Geom.S6.Saturation.N                2.0 

pfset Geom.S6.Saturation.SRes             0.152 

pfset Geom.S6.Saturation.SSat             1.0 

 

#S7=sandy loam 

pfset Geom.S7.Saturation.Alpha            2.667 

pfset Geom.S7.Saturation.N                2.0 

pfset Geom.S7.Saturation.SRes             0.101 
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pfset Geom.S7.Saturation.SSat             1.0 

 

#S8=clay loam 

pfset Geom.S8.Saturation.Alpha            1.581 

pfset Geom.S8.Saturation.N                2.0 

pfset Geom.S8.Saturation.SRes             0.178 

pfset Geom.S8.Saturation.SSat             1.0 

 

#S9=sandy clay loam 

pfset Geom.S9.Saturation.Alpha            2.109 

pfset Geom.S9.Saturation.N                2.0 

pfset Geom.S9.Saturation.SRes             0.164 

pfset Geom.S9.Saturation.SSat             1.0 

 

#S10=silty clay 

pfset Geom.S10.Saturation.Alpha            1.622 

pfset Geom.S10.Saturation.N                2.0 

pfset Geom.S10.Saturation.SRes             0.104 

pfset Geom.S10.Saturation.SSat             1.0 

 

#S11=clay 

pfset Geom.S11.Saturation.Alpha            1.496 

pfset Geom.S11.Saturation.N                2.0 

pfset Geom.S11.Saturation.SRes             0.213 

pfset Geom.S11.Saturation.SSat             1.0 

 

#S12=organic 

pfset Geom.S12.Saturation.Alpha            3.5 

pfset Geom.S12.Saturation.N                2.0 

pfset Geom.S12.Saturation.SRes             0.2 

pfset Geom.S12.Saturation.SSat             1.0 

 

 

#S13=clay 

pfset Geom.S13.Saturation.Alpha            1.496 

pfset Geom.S13.Saturation.N                2.0 

pfset Geom.S13.Saturation.SRes             0.213 
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pfset Geom.S13.Saturation.SSat             1.0 

 

#S14=clay 

pfset Geom.S14.Saturation.Alpha            1.496 

pfset Geom.S14.Saturation.N                2.0 

pfset Geom.S14.Saturation.SRes             0.213 

pfset Geom.S14.Saturation.SSat             1.0 

 

#S15=clay 

pfset Geom.S15.Saturation.Alpha            1.496 

pfset Geom.S15.Saturation.N                2.0 

pfset Geom.S15.Saturation.SRes             0.213 

pfset Geom.S15.Saturation.SSat             1.0 

 

#----------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

# Wells 

#----------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

pfset Wells.Names                           "" 

 

#----------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

# Time Cycles 

#----------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

pfset Cycle.Names "constant" 

pfset Cycle.constant.Names              "alltime" 

pfset Cycle.constant.alltime.Length      1 

pfset Cycle.constant.Repeat             -1 

 

# rainfall and recession time periods are defined here 

# rain for 1 hour, recession for 2 hours 

 

#pfset Cycle.rainrec.Names                 "rain rec" 

#pfset Cycle.rainrec.rain.Length           2 

#pfset Cycle.rainrec.rec.Length            2500 

# rain.length is the number of timesteps it rains and rec.lenth is the number of timesteps it is in recession 

#pfset Cycle.rainrec.Repeat                -1 

  

#----------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
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# Boundary Conditions: Pressure 

#----------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

pfset BCPressure.PatchNames                   [pfget Geom.domain.Patches] 

 

pfset Patch.x-lower.BCPressure.Type        FluxConst 

pfset Patch.x-lower.BCPressure.Cycle        "constant" 

pfset Patch.x-lower.BCPressure.alltime.Value       0.0 

 

pfset Patch.y-lower.BCPressure.Type        FluxConst 

pfset Patch.y-lower.BCPressure.Cycle        "constant" 

pfset Patch.y-lower.BCPressure.alltime.Value       0.0 

 

pfset Patch.z-lower.BCPressure.Type        FluxConst 

pfset Patch.z-lower.BCPressure.Cycle        "constant" 

pfset Patch.z-lower.BCPressure.alltime.Value       0.0 

 

pfset Patch.x-upper.BCPressure.Type        FluxConst 

pfset Patch.x-upper.BCPressure.Cycle        "constant" 

pfset Patch.x-upper.BCPressure.alltime.Value       0.0 

 

pfset Patch.y-upper.BCPressure.Type        FluxConst 

pfset Patch.y-upper.BCPressure.Cycle        "constant" 

pfset Patch.y-upper.BCPressure.alltime.Value       0.0 

 

## overland flow boundary condition with very heavy rainfall then slight ET 

pfset Patch.z-upper.BCPressure.Type        OverlandFlow 

pfset Patch.z-upper.BCPressure.Cycle        "constant" 

pfset Patch.z-upper.BCPressure.alltime.Value       0 

 

## overland flow boundary condition file read in test 

#pfset Patch.z-upper.BCPressure.Type        OverlandFlowPFB 

pfset Patch.z-upper.BCPressure.Type        OverlandFlow 

pfset Patch.z-upper.BCPressure.Cycle        "constant" 

pfset Patch.z-upper.BCPressure.alltime.FileName       p_e.pfb 

#pfset Patch.z-upper.BCPressure.alltime.Value       -0.0000257 

 

#--------------------------------------------------------- 
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# Topo slopes in x-direction 

#--------------------------------------------------------- 

 

pfset TopoSlopesX.Type "PFBFile" 

pfset TopoSlopesX.GeomNames "domain" 

pfset TopoSlopesX.FileName cv.slope_x.enforced.pfb 

 

 

#--------------------------------------------------------- 

# Topo slopes in y-direction 

#--------------------------------------------------------- 

 

 

pfset TopoSlopesY.Type "PFBFile" 

pfset TopoSlopesY.GeomNames "domain" 

pfset TopoSlopesY.FileName cv.slope_y.enforced.pfb 

 

#--------------------------------------------------------- 

# Mannings coefficient  

#--------------------------------------------------------- 

 

pfset Mannings.Type "Constant" 

pfset Mannings.GeomNames "domain" 

pfset Mannings.Geom.domain.Value 5.52e-6 

 

#----------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

# Phase sources: 

#----------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

 

pfset PhaseSources.water.Type                         Constant 

pfset PhaseSources.water.GeomNames                    domain 

pfset PhaseSources.water.Geom.domain.Value        0.0 

 

#----------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

# Exact solution specification for error calculations 

#----------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
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pfset KnownSolution                                    NoKnownSolution 

 

 

#----------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

# Set solver parameters 

#----------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

pfset Solver                                          Richards 

pfset Solver.MaxIter                                  90000 

pfset Solver.Drop                                     1E-20 

pfset Solver.AbsTol                                   1E-12 

pfset Solver.MaxConvergenceFailures                   20 

 

pfset Solver.Nonlinear.MaxIter                        800 

pfset Solver.Nonlinear.ResidualTol                    1e-4 

pfset Solver.Nonlinear.EtaChoice                      EtaConstant 

pfset Solver.Nonlinear.UseJacobian                    False 

pfset Solver.Nonlinear.DerivativeEpsilon              1e-17 

pfset Solver.Nonlinear.StepTol                        1e-30 

pfset Solver.Nonlinear.Globalization                  LineSearch 

 

pfset Solver.Linear.KrylovDimension                   50 

pfset Solver.Linear.MaxRestart                        3 

 

pfset Solver.Linear.Preconditioner                    PFMGOctree 

pfset Solver.Linear.Preconditioner.PFMGOctree.MaxIter 1 

pfset Solver.Linear.Preconditioner.PFMGOctree.MaxLevels 10 

pfset Solver.Linear.Preconditioner.PFMGOctree.NumPreRelax 1 

pfset Solver.Linear.Preconditioner.PFMGOctree.NumPostRelax 1 

pfset Solver.Linear.Preconditioner.PFMGOctree.BoxSizePowerOf2 2 

 

pfset Solver.Nonlinear.UseJacobian                       True 

pfset Solver.Linear.Preconditioner                       PFMG 

pfset Solver.Linear.Preconditioner.PCMatrixType     FullJacobian 

 

#spinup key 

# True=skim pressures, False = regular (default) 

pfset Solver.Spinup           False 
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pfset Solver.TerrainFollowingGrid                        True 

 

#CLM: 

#Output setup 

#pfset Solver.LSM                                      CLM 

#pfset Solver.CLM.CLMFileDir                           "" 

#pfset Solver.CLM.Print1dOut                           False 

#pfset Solver.BinaryOutDir                             False 

#pfset Solver.CLM.CLMDumpInterval                      1 

 

#Evap and veg stress functions/parameters 

#pfset Solver.CLM.EvapBeta                             Linear 

#pfset Solver.CLM.VegWaterStress                       Pressure 

#pfset Solver.CLM.ResSat                               0.25 

#pfset Solver.CLM.WiltingPoint                         0.25 

#pfset Solver.CLM.FieldCapacity                        1.0 

#pfset Solver.CLM.WiltingPoint                         -100.0 

#pfset Solver.CLM.FieldCapacity                        0.0 

 

#pfset Solver.TerrainFollowingGrid                        True 

 

#Met forcing and timestep setup 

#pfset Solver.CLM.MetForcing                           3D 

#pfset Solver.CLM.MetFileName                          "NLDAS.APCP.000001_to_008760" 

#pfset Solver.CLM.MetFilePath                          "/lustre/home/swolfend/rain/" 

#pfset Solver.CLM.MetForcing                           3D 

#pfset Solver.CLM.MetFileName                          "NLDAS" 

#pfset Solver.CLM.MetFilePath                         "/lustre/home/swolfend/NLDAS/1992/OCT/Data/More/" 

#pfset Solver.CLM.IstepStart                           1 

#pfset Solver.CLM.MetFileNT                            744 

#pfset Solver.CLM.MetFileNT                            24  

 

 

#Irrigation setup 

#**YEAR 0** 
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#  NONE:     September 1  -> June 1       (hours 1    -> 6552) 

#  IRRIGATE: June 1       -> August 31    (hours 6553 -> 8760) 

#**YEAR > 0** 

# IRRIGATE: September 1  -> September 15 (hours 1    ->  360) 

# NONE:     September 16 -> May 31       (hours 361  -> 6552) 

# IRRIGATE: June 1       -> August 31    (hours 6553 -> 8760) 

#**Irrigation type:  Spray  

#**Irrigation cycle: Constant (i.e., not deficit-based) 

#**Irrigation rate:  (20 in/season) | (107 days/season) | (12 hours/day) --> 0.000109899619 mm/s 

#**Irrigation cycle: 6:00am -> 6:00pm each day      --> 12.0GMT to 24.0GMT 

 

#pfset Solver.CLM.IrrigationType                       none  

#pfset Solver.CLM.IrrigationType                       Spray 

#pfset Solver.CLM.IrrigationRate                       0.000109899619 

#pfset Solver.CLM.IrrigationCycle                      Constant 

#pfset Solver.CLM.IrrigationStartTime                  12.0 

#pfset Solver.CLM.IrrigationStopTime                   24.0 

 

#Writing output (no binary, all silo): 

pfset Solver.PrintSubsurfData                         True 

pfset Solver.PrintPressure                            True 

pfset Solver.PrintSaturation                          True 

pfset Solver.WriteCLMBinary                           True 

pfset Solver.PrintEvapTrans                           True 

 

 

#pfset Solver.WriteSiloSpecificStorage                 True 

#pfset Solver.WriteSiloMannings                        True 

#pfset Solver.WriteSiloMask                            True 

#pfset Solver.WriteSiloSlopes                          True 

#pfset Solver.WriteSiloSubsurfData                     True 

#pfset Solver.WriteSiloPressure                        True 

#pfset Solver.WriteSiloSaturation                      True 

#pfset Solver.WriteSiloEvapTrans                       True 

#pfset Solver.WriteSiloEvapTransSum                    True 

#pfset Solver.WriteSiloOverlandSum                     True 

#pfset Solver.WriteSiloCLM                             True 
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#--------------------------------------------------------- 

# Initial conditions: water pressure 

#--------------------------------------------------------- 

 

# set water table to be at the bottom of the domain, the top layer is initially dry 

pfset ICPressure.Type                                   "PFBFile" 

pfset ICPressure.GeomNames                              "domain" 

pfset Geom.domain.ICPressure.FileName                  cv.P_E.spinup.out.press.03746.pfb 

#pfset Geom.domain.ICPressure.Value                      -5.0 

 

pfset Geom.domain.ICPressure.RefGeom                    domain 

pfset Geom.domain.ICPressure.RefPatch                   z-upper 

 

#----------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

# Run and Unload the ParFlow output files 

#---------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

file mkdir "P_E10.4" 

cd "P_E10.4" 

#Get all of the Files 

file copy ../cv.slope_x.enforced.pfb . 

file copy ../cv.slope_y.enforced.pfb . 

file copy ../cv.subsurface_final.pfb . 

file copy ../drv_vegp.dat . 

file copy ../drv_vegm.alluv.dat . 

file copy ../drv_clmin.dat . 

file copy /lustre/scratch/swolfend/P_E/P_E10.2/cv.P_E.spinup.out.press.03746.pfb .  

file copy ../p_e.pfb . 

 

#file copy ../vegetation_files.zip . 

#exec      unzip  vegetation_files.zip . 

#exec      cp -r ./drv_vegm.dat_files . 

 

 

#Slope File Discretization 

pfset ComputationalGrid.NZ                1 
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pfdist cv.slope_x.enforced.pfb 

pfdist cv.slope_y.enforced.pfb 

 

#ParFlow System Run and Subsurface Distribution 

pfset ComputationalGrid.NZ                30  

pfdist cv.subsurface_final.pfb 

pfdist  cv.P_E.spinup.out.press.03746.pfb 

pfdist p_e.pfb 

 

pfrun $runname 

pfundist $runname 

 

cd ".." 

CODE 4: Variable Subsurface Correction for Depth Code 

 

from StringIO import StringIO  #Necessary for starting the Numpy stuff 

import numpy as np  #Needed to run Numpy so we can work with array datasets(Python hates arrays otherwise and 

will only count on one row) 

originaldata=np.loadtxt('/Users/swolfenden/Desktop/test.txt',comments='#',delimiter=None,skiprows=0,usecols=No

ne,unpack=False,ndmin=0) 

print originaldata 

 

for n,i in enumerate(originaldata): 

    if 0<i<11: 

        originaldata[n]=i*0.05 

    if 10<i<31: 

        originaldata[n]=i*0.05 

    if 30<i<51: 

        originaldata[n]=i*0.05 

    if 50<i<71: 

        originaldata[n]=i*0.3 

    if 70<i<91: 

        originaldata[n]=i*0.5 

    if 90<i<591: 

        originaldata[n]=i*1 

       

print originaldata 
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newdatafile=open('/Users/swolfenden/Desktop/new_txt.txt', 'w')   #Change New File name for the new file for the 

reformated data 

 

 

np.savetxt('/Users/swolfenden/Desktop/new_txt.txt', originaldata, fmt="%1.0F")   #Saves the text from the list to the 

new file       

newdatafile.close()  #Closes the new data file 

print 'ADD 269 219 30 to the top of the new file!!!!!' 

 

 

CODE 5: River Cell Separation Code 

print "Importing Modules" 

from StringIO import StringIO  #Necessary for starting the Numpy stuff 

import numpy as np  #Needed to run Numpy so we can work with array datasets(Python hates arrays otherwise and 

will only count on one row) 

import scipy as sp 

#import matplotlib as mpl 

#import matplotlib.pyplot as plt 

import warnings 

warnings.simplefilter('ignore', DeprecationWarning) 

from scipy import stats 

import itertools 

 

# Set Grid Information 

#--------------------------------------------------------------- 

print "Setting Grid Information" 

nx = 269 

ny = 219 

nz = 1 

x0 = 0.0 

y0 = 0.0 

dx = 1000.0 

dy = 1000.0 

dz = 1.0 

 

# Read in Water Table Data 
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#--------------------------------------------------------------- 

print "Reading in Water Table Data" 

line = 1 

f = open("/Users/swolfenden/NOV/press.30.asc", "r") 

#junk = f.readlines() 

#print junk 

WATER_TABLE = np.zeros( [nx,ny,nz], order='F' ) 

 

for k in range(0,nz): 

    for j in range( 0,ny ): 

        for i in range( 0,nx ): 

            WATER_TABLE[i,j,k] = float(f.readline()) 

 

f.close() 

 

print WATER_TABLE 

 

# Read in River Data 

#--------------------------------------------------------------- 

print "Reading in River Data" 

line = 1 

f = open("/Users/swolfenden/NOV/rivermask_reformatted2.txt", "r") 

#junk = f.readline() 

RIVERS = np.zeros( [nx,ny,nz], order='F' ) 

 

for k in range(0,nz): 

    for j in range( 0,ny ): 

        for i in range( 0,nx ): 

            RIVERS[i,j,k] = float(f.readline()) 

 

f.close() 

 

# Calculate all River Isolation values 

#--------------------------------------------------------------- 

print "Beginning River Isolation" 

ISOL_TEMP = np.ones([2])*-9999 

ISOL_OUTPUT = np.zeros( [nx,ny,nz], order='F'  ) 
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for k in range( nz ): 

    for j in range( ny ): 

        for i in range ( nx ): 

            if RIVERS[i,j,k]>0: 

                ISOL_OUTPUT [i,j,k] =  WATER_TABLE[i,j,k] 

            else: 

                ISOL_OUTPUT [i,j,k] =  ISOL_TEMP[0] 

 

#print ISOL_OUTPUT 

 

print "End of River Isolation" 

 

# Create the River Water Table Isolation as an ASCII file for ParFlow Runs 

#--------------------------------------------------------------- 

f1    = open( "/Users/swolfenden/NOV/NOV.satur30.txt", "w" ) 

print >> f1, nx, ny, nz 

for k in range(0, nz ): 

    for j in range( ny ): 

        for i in range( nx ): 

            print >> f1, ISOL_OUTPUT[i,j,k] 

 

f1.close( ) 

 

print "Program Ended" 

 

 

CODE 5: Separating Specific Cells out of Datasets for analysis 

# this script runs a "grab" of values from a PFB, TXT or SILO output file for the purposes of value isolation 

# S Wolfenden 11/8/12 

 

set tcl_precision 17 

 

set runname conus.runoff 

 

lappend auto_path $env(PARFLOW_DIR)/bin 
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package require parflow 

namespace import Parflow::* 

 

for {set i 1} {$i <= 258} {incr i} { 

set name "cv.irrig.TEST.out.press" 

#set lh [pfload %s.%05d.silo $name $i] 

#pfsave $lh -pfb "%s.%05d.pfb" $name $i 

set filename [format "%s.%05d.pfb" $name $i] 

 

set press [pfload $filename] 

 

set out1 [pfgetelt $press 45 2 29 ] 

set out2 [pfgetelt $press 48 2 29 ] 

set out3 [pfgetelt $press 49 2 29 ] 

set out4 [pfgetelt $press 117 2 29 ] 

set out5 [pfgetelt $press 126 2 29 ] 

set out6 [pfgetelt $press 160 5 29 ] 

 

puts stdout "$i $out1 $out2 $out3 $out4 $out5 $out6 " 

 

pfdelete $press 

 

} 

 

A.2 Other Important Codes for Domain Creation of ParFlow Watersheds 

CODE 1: River Enforcement Code (By Dr. Ian Ferguson, Modified by Laura Condon) 

# Script to split rivers into contiguous branches for burning algorithm 

 

#import cdms2 as cdms 

import numpy 

import sys 

import os 

 

 

sys.setrecursionlimit( 10000 ) 

 

# --------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
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# Recursive loop to identify connected channel... 

def march_downriver( istart,jstart,iself,jself,iriver,mask,perimeter,river,spent,filename,filecount ): 

 

    print '     INSIDE MARCH_DOWNRIVER @ [' + str(iself).zfill(3) + ',' + str(jself).zfill(3) + ']' 

 

    shape  = mask.shape 

    nx     = shape[0] 

    ny     = shape[1] 

 

    spent[iself,jself] = spent[iself,jself] + 1 

    river[iriver,0]    = iself 

    river[iriver,1]    = jself 

    iriver             = iriver + 1 

    sink_count = 0 

 

    # Search neighbors for neighboring river cell that isn't already on list... 

    # SEARCH ADJACENT FIRST 

    test   = 0 

    for jdown in range( jself-1,jself+2 ): 

     for idown in range( iself-1,iself+2 ): 

 

      # skip off-grid 

      if ( (idown<0) or (idown>nx-1) or (jdown<0) or (jdown>ny-1) ): 

         pass 

      # skip self 

      elif ( (idown==iself) and (jdown==jself) ): 

         pass 

      # skip diagonals (try later if no adjacent neighbors)  

      elif ( (abs(idown-iself)+abs(jdown-jself))==2 ): 

         pass 

      # otherwise, check if neighbor is a river cell that isn't already on list 

      elif ( (mask[idown,jdown]==1.0) and (spent[idown,jdown]==0.0) ): 

         print 'ajacent cell found' 

         # if river cell and not on the list --> call recursion. 

         test = 1 

         march_downriver( istart,jstart,idown,jdown,iriver,mask,perimeter,river,spent,filename,filecount ) 

         return 
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      # Check if there is an adjacent sink   

      elif ( (mask[idown,jdown]==0.0) and (spent[idown,jdown]==0.0) ): 

          print'adjacent is 0' 

          for ss in range(0, nsink): 

              print ss 

              print idown 

              print jdown 

              print sink[ss] 

              if( (idown==sink[ss,0]) and (jdown == sink[ss,1])): 

                  sink_count=sink_count+1 

                  print 'adjacent sink found' 

              else: 

                  pass 

      # otherwise, nothing to do... 

      else: 

         pass 

     print '      --> No Adjacents...' 

 

    # NOW SEARCH DIAGONALS 

    if (test==0): 

 

       for jdown in range( jself-1,jself+2 ): 

        for idown in range( iself-1,iself+2 ): 

 

         # skip off-grid 

         if ( (idown<0) or (idown>nx-1) or (jdown<0) or (jdown>ny-1) ): 

            pass 

         # skip self 

         elif ( (idown==iself) and (jdown==jself) ): 

            pass 

         # skip adjacents  

         elif ( (abs(idown-iself)+abs(jdown-jself))==1 ): 

            pass 

         # otherwise, check if neighbor is a river cell that isn't already on list 

         elif ( (mask[idown,jdown]==1.0) and (spent[idown,jdown]==0.0) and (sink_count == 0) ): 
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            # if river cell and not on the list --> call recursion. 

            march_downriver( istart,jstart,idown,jdown,iriver,mask,perimeter,river,spent,filename,filecount ) 

            return            

 

         # otherwise, nothing to do... 

         else: 

            pass 

 

    print '      --> No Diagonals...' 

 

    # If no connecting cell that isn't on list, must be an endpoint... 

    # If endpoint is on perimeter, print list to file 

    # If endpoint is NOT on perimeter, code has recursed upstream along a different branch 

    # (instead of downstream towards the outlet) 

    # ...need to move back downstream to concfluence, try a different path 

 

    # Test if endpoint is on perimeter... 

    ptest   = 0 

    jj      = 0 

    while ( (ptest==0) and (jj<len(perimeter)) ): 

     if ( (iself==int(perimeter[jj,0])) and (jself==int(perimeter[jj,1])) ): 

        ptest = 1 

     else: 

        jj    = jj + 1 

  

    # If true, write list of river cells to file 

    if (ptest==1): 

 

       print '     --> Perimeter cell...' 

       print '     --> WRITING OUTPUT FILE ... ' + filename + str(filecount).zfill(2) + '.txt' 

       print ' ' 

 

       f_out  = open( filename + '.' + str(filecount).zfill(3) + '.txt', 'w' ) 

       for jj in range( iriver ): 

        print >> f_out, river[jj,0], river[jj,1] 

       f_out.close( ) 
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       return  

 

    # If false, back up until we find a different channel to try... 

    else: 

 

       print '      --> Not on perimeter...' 

       print '      --> Moving back down channel from dead end...' 

       river_backtrack( istart,jstart,iself,jself,iriver,mask,perimeter,river,spent,filename,filecount ) 

       return 

 

# Backtrack from dead end looking for alternate turn... 

def river_backtrack( istart,jstart,iself,jself,iriver,mask,perimeter,river,spent,filename,filecount ): 

  

    print '     INSIDE RIVER_BACKTRACK' 

 

    # Step back (undo last update to iriver,river 

    iriver    = iriver - 1 

    iback     = int(river[iriver,0]) 

    jback     = int(river[iriver,1]) 

    river[iriver,0] = 0 

    river[iriver,1] = 0 

 

    print '     Called for     [iself,jself] = [' + str(iself).zfill(3) + ',' + str(jself).zfill(3) + ']' 

    print '     Backtracked to [iback,jback] = [' + str(iback).zfill(3) + ',' + str(jback).zfill(3) + ']' 

 

    # Loop over neighbors to find alternative route... 

    # Adjacent cells... 

    print '     ... LOOK FOR ALTERNATIVE ROUTE ... ' 

    for jdown in range( jback-1,jback+2 ): 

     for idown in range( iback-1,iback+2 ): 

 

      print '        -- TEST ADJACENT NEIGHBORS ... ['+str(idown).zfill(3)+','+str(jdown).zfill(3)+']' 

 

      # skip off-grid 

      if ( (idown<0) or (idown>nx-1) or (jdown<0) or (jdown>ny-1) ): 

         pass 

      # skip self 
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      elif ( (idown==iself) and (jdown==jself) ): 

         pass 

      # skip diagnonals (try diagonals later if no adjacent neighbor) 

      elif ( (abs(idown-idown)+abs(jdown-jdown))==2 ): 

         pass 

      # if neighbor is a river cell... 

      elif (mask[idown,jdown]==1.0): 

          

         # if river cell is already on list...skip for now 

         if (spent[idown,jdown]==1.0): 

            pass 

         # if not already on list, try... 

         else: 

            print '     Found alternative option...' 

            march_downriver( istart,jstart,idown,jdown,iriver,mask,perimeter,river,spent,filename,filecount ) 

            return 

 

    # Diagonal cells... 

    for jdown in range( jback-1,jback+2 ):     

     for idown in range( iback-1,iback+2 ):    

 

      print '        -- TEST DIAGONAL NEIGHBORS ... ['+str(idown).zfill(3)+','+str(jdown).zfill(3)+']' 

 

      # skip off-grid 

      if ( (idown<0) or (idown>nx-1) or (jdown<0) or (jdown>ny-1) ): 

         pass 

      # skip self 

      elif ( (idown==iself) and (jdown==jself) ): 

         pass 

      # skip adjacents 

      elif ( (abs(idown-idown)+abs(jdown-jdown))==1 ): 

         pass 

      # if neighbor is a river cell... 

      elif (mask[idown,jdown]==1.0): 

          

         # if river cell is already on list...skip for now 

         if (spent[idown,jdown]==1.0): 
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            pass 

         # if not already on list, try... 

         else: 

            # print '     Found alternative option...' 

            march_downriver( istart,jstart,idown,jdown,iriver,mask,perimeter,river,spent,filename,filecount ) 

            return       

 

    # If no river neighbors that haven't already been "spent",  

    # Move to previous cell in river list... 

    print '     ... No alternative routes...' 

    print '     ... Calling river_backtrack from [iback,jback]' 

    print ' ' 

    river_backtrack( istart,jstart,iback,jback,iriver,mask,perimeter,river,spent,filename,filecount )    

    return 

  

 

# Function to initiate march_downriver 

def start_riverdown( istart,jstart,mask,perimeter,filename,filecount ): 

 

    shape  = mask.shape 

    nx     = shape[0] 

    ny     = shape[1] 

    iriver = 0 

    river  = numpy.zeros( [nx*ny,2] ) 

    spent  = numpy.zeros( [nx,ny] ) 

    nspent = numpy.zeros( [nx,ny] ) 

 

    march_downriver( istart,jstart,istart,jstart,iriver,mask,perimeter,river,spent,filename,filecount ) 

    return 

 

 

# --------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

# Read input data 

 

nx         = 219  

ny         = 269 
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# River Mask 

f          = open( 'rivermask_reformatted2.txt' ) 

txt        = f.readlines( ) 

f.close( ) 

mask        = numpy.ones( [nx,ny] ) * -9999. 

 

line       = 0 

 

for j in range( 0,ny ): 

 for i in range( 0,nx ): 

  mask[i,j] = float( txt[line].split( )[0] ) 

  line     = line + 1 

print "Mask Read" 

### Flow Accumulation 

##f          = open( 'acc.format.IansLoop.txt' ) 

##txt        = f.readlines( ) 

##f.close( ) 

##acc        = numpy.ones( [nx,ny] ) * -9999. 

## 

##line       = 0 

## 

##for j in range( 0,ny ): 

## for i in range( 0,nx ): 

##  acc[i,j] = float( txt[line].split( )[0] ) 

##  line     = line + 1 

 

# Flow Direction 

f          = open( 'drains_corrected.txt' ) 

txt        = f.readlines( ) 

f.close( ) 

direction        = numpy.ones( [nx,ny] ) * -9999. 

sink  = numpy.ones( [(nx*ny), 2] ) * -9999. 

 

line       = 0 

sinkline  = 0 

 

for j in range( 0,ny ): 
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 for i in range( 0,nx ): 

  direction[i,j] = float( txt[line].split( )[0] ) 

  # Find sinks, record locations and remove from river file 

  if (direction[i,j]==-1): 

      sink[sinkline, 0]= i 

      sink[sinkline, 1]= j 

      print sink[sinkline] 

      sinkline=sinkline+1 

      mask[i,j]=0 

  line     = line + 1 

   

print 'Direction Read' 

del (direction) 

 

# Add sinks manually 

#sink_i=84 

#sink_j=84 

#sink[sinkline,0]= sink_i 

#sink[sinkline,1]= sink_j 

#mask[sink_i,sink_j]=0 

#sinkline = sinkline+1 

 

# Trim excess sink values... 

nsink=sinkline 

sink = sink[0:(nsink)] 

print 'Number of sinks' 

print nsink 

print sink 

 

# Read processed DEM (interpolated, manually corrected, flat-filled, pit-filled DEM) 

f          = open( 'cv.pitfill.txt' ) 

txt        = f.readlines( ) 

f.close( ) 

 

dem        = numpy.ones( [nx+2,ny+2] ) * -9999. 

#Line=1 because of header line in file 

line       = 0 
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for j in range( 1,ny+1 ): 

 for i in range( 1,nx+1 ): 

   dem[i,j] = float( txt[line].split( )[0] ) 

   line     = line + 1 

 

 

mask       = numpy.where( dem[1:-1,1:-1]==-9999.0, 0., mask ) 

landmask   = numpy.where( dem==-9999.0, 0., 1. ) 

 

del (dem) 

# --------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

# Loop to find perimeter cells: 

 

# ... Define search steps 

pfind      = numpy.zeros( [9,2] ) 

pfind[0,0] = -1 

pfind[0,1] =  0 

pfind[1,0] = -1 

pfind[1,1] = -1 

pfind[2,0] =  0 

pfind[2,1] = -1 

pfind[3,0] =  1 

pfind[3,1] = -1 

pfind[4,0] =  1 

pfind[4,1] =  0 

pfind[5,0] =  1 

pfind[5,1] =  1 

pfind[6,0] =  0 

pfind[6,1] =  1 

pfind[7,0] = -1 

pfind[7,1] =  1 

pfind[8,0] = -1 

pfind[8,1] =  0 

 

# ... Find first active cell (search up, then right) 

perimeter  = numpy.ones( [((nx*ny)+(nsink*8)),2] ) * -9999. 
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test       = 0 

i          = 0 

j          = 0 

while (test==0):  

 if (landmask[i,j]>0.): 

    test   = 1 

 else: 

    if (j<ny-1): 

       j   = j + 1 

    else: 

       j   = 0 

       i   = i + 1 

perimeter[0,0] = i        # Offset b/c landmask is [nx+2,ny+2], mask is [nx,ny] 

perimeter[0,1] = j         

 

# ... Loop to fill in remaining perimeter cells 

ii         = 0  

complete   = 0 

while ( (ii<nx*ny) and (complete==0) ): 

 

 ptest     = 0 

 ii        = ii + 1 

 jj        = 1 

 while ( (ptest==0) and (jj<len(pfind)) ): 

   

  if ( ( landmask[(perimeter[ii-1,0]+pfind[jj,0]),  (perimeter[ii-1,1]+pfind[jj,1])] - \ 

         landmask[(perimeter[ii-1,0]+pfind[jj-1,0]),(perimeter[ii-1,1]+pfind[jj-1,1])] ) == 1): 

     ptest  = 1 

  else:  

     jj    = jj + 1 

 

 perimeter[ii,0] = perimeter[ii-1,0] + pfind[jj,0]  

 perimeter[ii,1] = perimeter[ii-1,1] + pfind[jj,1] 

  

 if ( (perimeter[ii,0]==perimeter[0,0]) and (perimeter[ii,1]==perimeter[0,1]) ): 

    complete = 1 
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# Adjust perimeter indices for grid shift (mask[nx,ny] vs landmask[ny+2,ny+2]) 

perimeter  = perimeter - 1 

 

print 'primary perimeter found' 

 

#Make perimeter cells around every sink 

# Overwrite the last row of perimeter because this is the same as the first row 

for kk in range( 0, nsink): 

    s_i=sink[kk,0] 

    s_j=sink[kk,1] 

    print s_i 

    print s_j 

    for jtest in range( s_j-1,s_j+2 ): 

        for itest in range( s_i-1,s_i+2 ): 

          # skip self 

          if ( (itest==s_i) and (jtest==s_j) ): 

             pass 

          # skip off-grid 

          elif ( (itest<0) or (jtest<0) or (itest>nx-1) or (jtest>ny-1) ): 

             pass 

          # otherwise, record neiboring river cells 

          else: 

                perimeter[ii,0]=itest 

                perimeter[ii,1]=jtest 

                ii=ii+1 

 

# Trim excess perimeter values... 

perimeter  = perimeter[0:(ii-1)]  

print 'Sink Perimeter finished' 

 

# --------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

# Search grid for river endpoints 

# Endpoints are identified as river cells with only ONE neighboring river cell,  

# that are NOT on perimeter 

filename   = 'cv.river' 

filecount  = 0 
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# LOOP TO FIND RIVER STARTING POINTS 

# Endpoints are identified as river cells with only ONE neighboring river cell that are NOT on perimeter 

# NOTE -- This routine misses some rivers where ends have more than one river neighbor -- e.g.,  

#         if there is a bend near the end point, it will have an adjacent and a diagonal neighbor. 

#         For now, this needs to be closely checked by hand to ensure all rivers are found... 

#         In the future, this needs to be fixed... 

for j in range( ny ): 

 for i in range( nx ): 

  # test if river cell 

  if (mask[i,j]>0): 

 

     # if river cell, test if occurs at perimeter... 

     test  = 0 

     ii    = 0 

 

     while ( (test==0) and (ii<=len(perimeter)-1) ): 

      if ( (i==perimeter[ii,0]) and (j==perimeter[ii,1]) ): 

         test = 1 

      else: 

         test = 0 

         ii   = ii + 1 

 

     # if not perimeter, test if endpoint (only one neighboring river cell) 

     if (test==0): 

        testcount = 0 

        for jtest in range( j-1,j+2 ): 

         for itest in range( i-1,i+2 ): 

          # skip self 

          if ( (itest==i) and (jtest==j) ): 

             pass 

          # skip off-grid 

          elif ( (itest<0) or (jtest<0) or (itest>nx-1) or (jtest>ny-1) ): 

             pass 

          # Skip Diagonals 

          elif ((abs(itest-i)+abs(jtest-j))== 2): 

              pass 

          # Otherwise count adjacent river cells 
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          elif (mask[itest,jtest]>0): 

            testcount = testcount + 1 

 

     # if not perimeter AND has only one neighboring river cell, it's a headwater cell... 

     # start downstream recursion 

     if ( (test==0) and (testcount==1) ): 

        filecount = filecount + 1 

        print ' ' 

        print '******************************************************************************' 

        print ' River cell...' 

        print ' Not perimeter cell...' 

        print ' Only one river neighbor...' 

        print ' Must be an upstream end point...' 

        print ' --> STARTING RIVER RECURSION ... [' + str(i).zfill(3) + ',' + str(j).zfill(3) + ']' 

        print str(i).zfill(3) + ' ' + str(j).zfill(3) 

        start_riverdown( i,j,mask,perimeter,filename,filecount ) 

 

print filecount 

CODE 2: Slope Enforcement for Digitized Elevation Models (By Dr. Ian Ferguson, Modified by Laura 

Condon) 

# Script to enforce slopes along channels 

# INPUT:   (1) text file containing array of [i,j] values along channel, 

#              ordered from headwaters to outlet (where channel exits domain) 

#          (2) initial slope files for sx and sy (pitfilled, etc.) 

#          (3) initial elevations (DEM) 

#          (4) basic grid dimensions (dx,dy,dz) 

# 

# OUTPUT:  (1) modified slope files... 

# 

# NOTES:   slopes are enforced as the average slope along river channel 

#          calculation of average slope assumes DX==DY 

#          OPTION 1: slope = (DEM[start]-DEM[end])/(# river cells * DX) 

#          OPTION 2: slope = (DEM[start]-DEM[end])/( sqrt((i_start-i_end)**2+(j_start-j_end)**2) )  

 

#import cdms2 as cdms 

import numpy 

import scipy 
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# ------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

# USER INPUT -------------------------------------------------------------- 

# ------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

 

# List of input files: 

DX        = 1000 

DY        = 1000 

DEMFILE   = 'cv.pitfill.txt' 

SXFILE    = 'cv.slope_x.txt' 

SYFILE    = 'cv.slope_y.txt' 

SETSLOPE  = 1 

NRIVER = 105 

RIVERFILE= [] 

 

for k in range(NRIVER): 

        RIVERFILE. append('.\split_streams\cv.river.' + str(k+1).zfill(3)) 

 

# ------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

# DO NOT CHANGE BELOW THIS LINE ------------------------------------------- 

# ------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

 

# Read DEM, SX, SY 

f_dem     = open( DEMFILE ) 

txt_dem   = f_dem.readlines( ) 

f_dem.close( ) 

 

f_sx      = open( SXFILE ) 

txt_sx    = f_sx.readlines( ) 

f_sx.close( ) 

 

f_sy      = open( SYFILE ) 

txt_sy    = f_sy.readlines( ) 

f_sy.close( ) 

 

# Copy DEM, SX, SY to arrays 
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nx        = int( txt_dem[0].split( )[0] ) 

ny        = int( txt_dem[0].split( )[1] ) 

DEM_ORIG  = numpy.zeros( [nx,ny] ) 

SX_ORIG   = numpy.zeros( [nx,ny] ) 

SY_ORIG   = numpy.zeros( [nx,ny] ) 

line      = 1 

for j in range( ny ): 

 for i in range( nx ): 

  DEM_ORIG[i,j] = float( txt_dem[line].split( )[0] ) 

  SX_ORIG[i,j]  = float( txt_sx[line].split( )[0] ) 

  SY_ORIG[i,j]  = float( txt_sy[line].split( )[0] ) 

  line     = line + 1 

del( txt_dem,txt_sx,txt_sy,line ) 

 

SX         = numpy.ones( [nx,ny] ) * -99999. 

SY         = numpy.ones( [nx,ny] ) * -99999. 

TOUCH      = numpy.zeros( [nx,ny] ) 

CONNECTED  = numpy.zeros( [nx,ny] ) 

 

# Loop over stream channels 

for riverfile in RIVERFILE: 

 

  # Read river data 

  f        = open( riverfile + '.txt' ) 

  txt      = f.readlines( ) 

  f.close( ) 

 

  # Open output file for modified river points 

  f        = open( riverfile + '.connected.txt', 'w' ) 

 

  # Copy river data to array 

  nriver   = len(txt) 

  river = numpy.zeros( [nriver,2] ) 

  for i in range( nriver ): 

   river[i,0] = int( float(txt[i].split( )[0]) ) 

   river[i,1] = int( float(txt[i].split( )[1]) ) 

  del( txt ) 
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  # Calculate average slope along river channel 

  # (mean slope) = (total elevation change) / (total channel length) 

  # NOTE: calculation assumes DX==DY! 

  x_start  = river[0,0] 

  y_start  = river[0,1] 

  x_end    = river[-1,0] 

  y_end    = river[-1,1] 

 

  if ( SETSLOPE==1 ): 

     SAVG     = numpy.abs( ( DEM_ORIG[x_start,y_start]-DEM_ORIG[x_end,y_end] ) / ( DX*nriver ) ) 

  elif ( SETSLOPE==2 ): 

     SAVG     = numpy.abs( ( ( DEM_ORIG[x_start,y_start]-DEM_ORIG[x_end,y_end] ) /                           \ 

                           numpy.sqrt( DX*(x_start-x_end)*(x_start-x_end) + DY*(y_start-y_end)*(y_start-y_end) ) ) ) 

 

  print 'SAVG =', SAVG 

 

 

  # March downstream from [x_start,y_start] to [x_end,y_end] 

  # At each river cell, ensure adjacent connect to downstream cell 

  # Enforce slope along channel 

  for ij in range( nriver-1 ): 

   

    # Determine if [ij] and downstream cell have adjacent connection 

    # If cells have adjacent connection, sum of absolute difference between i's and j's is one 

    # If cells have diagonal connection, sum of absolute difference between i's and j's is two  

    # If more than two, cells are not neighbors... 

    # If zero, same cell. 

    i      = river[ij,0] 

    j      = river[ij,1] 

    idown  = river[ij+1,0] 

    jdown  = river[ij+1,1] 

    test   = abs(i-idown) + abs(j-jdown) 

 

    # Adjacent cells 

    if ( test==1 ):  
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       # Enforce slope to connect [ij] and [ij+1]  (current and downstream cell) 

       if ( i==idown ):                            # same x-index, connected in Y 

          if ( j>jdown ):                          # current j higher --> flowing south 

             SY[i,j]    =  SAVG                   

             SX[i,j]    =  0.0 

          else:                                    # current j lower  --> flowing north 

             SY[i,j]    = -SAVG 

             SX[i,j]    =  0.0  

 

       if ( j==jdown ):                            # same y-index, connected in X 

          if ( i>idown ):                          # current i higher --> flowing west 

             SY[i,j]    =  0.0  

             SX[i,j]    =  SAVG 

          else: 

             SY[i,j]    =  0.0 

             SX[i,j]    = -SAVG 

 

       TOUCH[i,j]       = TOUCH[i,j] + 1.0 

       CONNECTED[i,j]   = 1.0 

       print >> f, i,j,int(SX[i,j]/SAVG),int(SY[i,j]/SAVG) 

 

    # Diagonal cells 

    elif ( test==2 ): 

    

       # Find re-route through adjacent cells 

       # NOTE:  re-route is somewhat arbitrary... 

       #        - if first option tested is feasible (i.e., z[reroute] is between z and zdown)' 

       #          this option is taken regardless of alternative connection.  

       #        - if first option is NOT feasible, slopes enforce re-route through second option, 

       #          regardless of feasibility of this option.  

 

       # (1) Diaglonal flow to southeast (i<idown and j>jdown) 

       if ( (i<idown) and (j>jdown) ): 

          z              = DEM_ORIG[i,j] 

          zdown          = DEM_ORIG[idown,jdown] 

          z1             = DEM_ORIG[i+1,j] 

          z2             = DEM_ORIG[i,j-1] 
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          if ( (z1<z) and (z1>zdown) ):             # if z1 is between z and zdown,   

             SX[i,j]     = -SAVG                    # route through... 

             SY[i,j]     =  0.0 

             SX[i+1,j]   =  0.0 

             SY[i+1,j]   =  SAVG 

             TOUCH[i,j]     = TOUCH[i,j]   + 1.0 

             TOUCH[i+1,j]   = TOUCH[i+1,j] + 1.0 

             CONNECTED[i,j]   = 1.0 

             CONNECTED[i+1,j] = 1.0  

             print >> f, i,j,int(SX[i,j]/SAVG),int(SY[i,j]/SAVG) 

             print >> f, i+1,j,int(SX[i+1,j]/SAVG),int(SY[i+1,j]/SAVG) 

          else:                                     # otherwise,  

             SX[i,j]     =  0.0                     # route through z2 

             SY[i,j]     =  SAVG 

             SX[i,j-1]   = -SAVG 

             SY[i,j-1]   =  0.0  

             TOUCH[i,j]     = TOUCH[i,j]   + 1.0 

             TOUCH[i,j-1]   = TOUCH[i,j-1] + 1.0 

             CONNECTED[i,j]   = 1.0 

             CONNECTED[i,j-1] = 1.0 

             print >> f, i,j,int(SX[i,j]/SAVG),int(SY[i,j]/SAVG) 

             print >> f, i,j-1,int(SX[i,j-1]/SAVG),int(SY[i,j-1]/SAVG) 

 

       # (2) Diagonal flow to southwest (i>idown and j>jdown) 

       if ( (i>idown) and (j>jdown) ): 

          z              = DEM_ORIG[i,j] 

          zdown          = DEM_ORIG[idown,jdown] 

          z1             = DEM_ORIG[i-1,j] 

          z2             = DEM_ORIG[i,j-1] 

          if ( (z1<z) and (z1>zdown) ):             # if z1 is between z and zdown,  

             SX[i,j]     =  SAVG                    # route through... 

             SY[i,j]     =  0.0 

             SX[i-1,j]   =  0.0 

             SY[i-1,j]   =  SAVG 

             TOUCH[i,j]     = TOUCH[i,j]   + 1.0 

             TOUCH[i-1,j]   = TOUCH[i-1,j] + 1.0 

             CONNECTED[i,j]   = 1.0 
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             CONNECTED[i-1,j] = 1.0 

             print >> f, i,j,int(SX[i,j]/SAVG),int(SY[i,j]/SAVG) 

             print >> f, i-1,j,int(SX[i-1,j]/SAVG),int(SY[i-1,j]/SAVG) 

          else:                                     # otherwise,  

             SX[i,j]     =  0.0                     # route through z2 

             SY[i,j]     =  SAVG 

             SX[i,j-1]   =  SAVG 

             SY[i,j-1]   =  0.0  

             TOUCH[i,j]     = TOUCH[i,j]   + 1.0 

             TOUCH[i,j-1]   = TOUCH[i,j-1] + 1.0 

             CONNECTED[i,j]   = 1.0 

             CONNECTED[i,j-1] = 1.0 

             print >> f, i,j,int(SX[i,j]/SAVG),int(SY[i,j]/SAVG) 

             print >> f, i,j-1,int(SX[i,j-1]/SAVG),int(SY[i,j-1]/SAVG) 

 

       # (3) Diagonal flow to northeast (i<idown and j<jdown) 

       if ( (i<idown) and (j<jdown) ): 

          z              = DEM_ORIG[i,j] 

          zdown          = DEM_ORIG[idown,jdown] 

          z1             = DEM_ORIG[i,j+1] 

          z2             = DEM_ORIG[i+1,j] 

          if ( (z1<z) and (z1>zdown) ):             # if z1 is between z and zdown, 

             SX[i,j]     =  0.0                     # route through... 

             SY[i,j]     = -SAVG 

             SX[i,j+1]   = -SAVG 

             SY[i,j+1]   =  0.0  

             TOUCH[i,j]     = TOUCH[i,j]   + 1.0 

             TOUCH[i,j+1]   = TOUCH[i,j+1] + 1.0 

             CONNECTED[i,j]   = 1.0 

             CONNECTED[i,j+1] = 1.0 

             print >> f, i,j,int(SX[i,j]/SAVG),int(SY[i,j]/SAVG) 

             print >> f, i,j+1,int(SX[i,j+1]/SAVG),int(SY[i,j+1]/SAVG) 

          else:                                     # otherwise, 

             SX[i,j]     = -SAVG                    # route through z2 

             SY[i,j]     =  0.0  

             SX[i+1,j]   =  0.0  

             SY[i+1,j]   = -SAVG 
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             TOUCH[i,j]     = TOUCH[i,j]   + 1.0 

             TOUCH[i+1,j]   = TOUCH[i+1,j] + 1.0 

             CONNECTED[i,j]   = 1.0 

             CONNECTED[i+1,j] = 1.0 

             print >> f, i,j,int(SX[i,j]/SAVG),int(SY[i,j]/SAVG) 

             print >> f, i+1,j,int(SX[i+1,j]/SAVG),int(SY[i+1,j]/SAVG) 

 

       # (4) Diagonal flow to northwest (i>idown and j<jdown) 

       if ( (i>idown) and (j<jdown) ): 

          z              = DEM_ORIG[i,j] 

          zdown          = DEM_ORIG[idown,jdown] 

          z1             = DEM_ORIG[i,j+1] 

          z2             = DEM_ORIG[i-1,j] 

          if ( (z1<z) and (z1>zdown) ):             # if z1 is between z and zdown, 

             SX[i,j]     =  0.0                     # route through... 

             SY[i,j]     = -SAVG 

             SX[i,j+1]   =  SAVG 

             SY[i,j+1]   =  0.0  

             TOUCH[i,j]     =  TOUCH[i,j]   + 1.0 

             TOUCH[i,j+1]   =  TOUCH[i,j+1] + 1.0 

             CONNECTED[i,j]   = 1.0 

             CONNECTED[i,j+1] = 1.0 

             print >> f, i,j,int(SX[i,j]/SAVG),int(SY[i,j]/SAVG) 

             print >> f, i,j+1,int(SX[i,j+1]/SAVG),int(SY[i,j+1]/SAVG) 

          else:                                     # otherwise, 

             SX[i,j]     =  SAVG                    # route through z2 

             SY[i,j]     =  0.0  

             SX[i-1,j]   =  0.0  

             SY[i-1,j]   = -SAVG 

             TOUCH[i,j]     =  TOUCH[i,j]   + 1.0 

             TOUCH[i,j-1]   =  TOUCH[i,j-1] + 1.0 

             CONNECTED[i,j]   = 1.0 

             CONNECTED[i-1,j] = 1.0 

             print >> f, i,j,int(SX[i,j]/SAVG),int(SY[i,j]/SAVG) 

             print >> f, i-1,j,int(SX[i-1,j]/SAVG),int(SY[i-1,j]/SAVG) 

 

    # If test!=1 and test!=2,  
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    # Either we're at a cell that's already been used and we can ignore it 

    # Or our channel is disconnected... 

    # Either way, print an error message and move on.  

    else: 

       print 'ERROR: test =', test 

       print 'TEST = 0: CURRENT AND DOWNSTREAM CELLS ARE SAME, MOVING ON IS OK.' 

       print 'TEST = 1: ADJACENT CELLS (NO ERROR)' 

       print 'TEST = 2: DIAGONAL CELLS (NO ERROR)' 

       print 'TEST > 2: DISCONNECTED CHANNEL!' 

       print '          MOVING ON ANYWAY...' 

 

  # Set slope out of the domain at last cell... 

  # West edge 

  if ( idown==0 ): 

     SX[idown,jdown] =  SAVG 

     SY[idown,jdown] =  0.0 

     TOUCH[idown,jdown]     =  TOUCH[idown,jdown] + 1.0 

     CONNECTED[idown,jdown] = 1.0 

     print >> f, idown,jdown,int(SX[idown,jdown]/SAVG),int(SY[idown,jdown]/SAVG) 

 

  # East edge 

  elif ( idown==nx-1 ): 

     SX[idown,jdown] = -SAVG 

     SY[idown,jdown] =  0.0 

     TOUCH[idown,jdown]     =  TOUCH[idown,jdown] + 1.0 

     CONNECTED[idown,jdown] = 1.0 

     print >> f, idown,jdown,int(SX[idown,jdown]/SAVG),int(SY[idown,jdown]/SAVG) 

 

  # South edge 

  elif ( jdown==0 ): 

     SX[idown,jdown] =  0.0 

     SY[idown,jdown] =  SAVG 

     TOUCH[idown,jdown]     =  TOUCH[idown,jdown] + 1.0 

     CONNECTED[idown,jdown] = 1.0 

     print >> f, idown,jdown,int(SX[idown,jdown]/SAVG),int(SY[idown,jdown]/SAVG) 

 

  # North edge 
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  elif ( jdown==ny-1 ): 

     SX[idown,jdown] =  0.0 

     SY[idown,jdown] = -SAVG 

     TOUCH[idown,jdown]     =  TOUCH[idown,jdown] + 1.0 

     CONNECTED[idown,jdown] = 1.0 

     print >> f, idown,jdown,int(SX[idown,jdown]/SAVG),int(SY[idown,jdown]/SAVG) 

 

  # Otherwise...  

  # Ocean/missing to left 

  elif ( SX_ORIG[idown-1,jdown]==-9999.0 ): 

     SX[idown,jdown] =  SAVG 

     SY[idown,jdown] =  0.0 

     TOUCH[idown,jdown]     =  TOUCH[idown,jdown] + 1.0 

     CONNECTED[idown,jdown] = 1.0 

     print >> f, idown,jdown,int(SX[idown,jdown]/SAVG),int(SY[idown,jdown]/SAVG) 

 

  # Ocean/missing to right 

  elif ( SX_ORIG[idown+1,jdown]==-9999.0 ): 

     SX[idown,jdown] = -SAVG 

     SY[idown,jdown] =  0.0 

     TOUCH[idown,jdown]     =  TOUCH[idown,jdown] + 1.0 

     CONNECTED[idown,jdown] = 1.0 

     print >> f, idown,jdown,int(SX[idown,jdown]/SAVG),int(SY[idown,jdown]/SAVG) 

 

  # Ocean/missing below 

  elif (SX_ORIG[idown,jdown-1]==-9999.0 ): 

     SX[idown,jdown] =  0.0 

     SY[idown,jdown] =  SAVG 

     TOUCH[idown,jdown]     =  TOUCH[idown,jdown] + 1.0 

     CONNECTED[idown,jdown] = 1.0 

     print >> f, idown,jdown,int(SX[idown,jdown]/SAVG),int(SY[idown,jdown]/SAVG) 

 

  # Ocean/missing above 

  elif (SX_ORIG[idown,jdown+1]==-9999.0 ): 

     SX[idown,jdown] =  0.0 

     SY[idown,jdown] = -SAVG 

     TOUCH[idown,jdown]     =  TOUCH[idown,jdown] + 1.0 
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     CONNECTED[idown,jdown] = 1.0 

     print >> f, idown,jdown,int(SX[idown,jdown]/SAVG),int(SY[idown,jdown]/SAVG) 

 

  else:  

     print 'END CELL IS NOT A PERIMETER CELL!' 

 

  # close text output 

  f.close( ) 

   

  # Clean up 

  del( x_start,x_end,y_start,y_end,SAVG,idown,jdown,test ) 

 

# Done with all river loops... 

# Set river slopes in full slope fields 

SX     = numpy.where( SX==-99999., SX_ORIG, SX ) 

SY     = numpy.where( SY==-99999., SY_ORIG, SY ) 

 

# Enforce minimum (abs) slope value of 0.0005 

SX     = numpy.where( numpy.logical_and(SX>0.0,SX<0.0005),   0.0005, SX ) 

SX     = numpy.where( numpy.logical_and(SX<0.0,SX>-0.0005), -0.0005, SX ) 

SY     = numpy.where( numpy.logical_and(SY>0.0,SY<0.0005),   0.0005, SY ) 

SY     = numpy.where( numpy.logical_and(SY<0.0,SY>-0.0005), -0.0005, SY ) 

 

# Write simple ascii output files 

f_sx   = open( 'cv.slope_x.enforced.txt', 'w' ) 

f_sy   = open( 'cv.slope_y.enforced.txt', 'w' ) 

print >> f_sx, nx, ny, 1 

print >> f_sy, nx, ny, 1 

for j in range( ny ): 

 for i in range( nx ): 

  print >> f_sx, SX[i,j] 

  print >> f_sy, SY[i,j] 

f_sx.close( ) 

f_sy.close( ) 

 

### Write NetCDF output files 

##f_out  = cdms.open( 'TEST.nc', 'w' ) 
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##f_out.write( SX,        id='SX', typecode='f' ) 

##f_out.write( SY,        id='SY', typecode='f' ) 

##f_out.write( TOUCH,     id='TOUCH', typecode='f' ) 

##f_out.write( CONNECTED, id='CONNECTED', typecode='f' ) 

##f_out.close( ) 

 

CODE 3: Irrigation Flag Addition Code (By Dr. Ian Ferguson) 

# Simple script to add irrigation column to drv_vegm file 

# (for testing/running with gridded irrigation flag) 

 

 

# Read original file... 

f         = open( 'drv_vegm.dat' ) 

txt_in    = f.readlines( ) 

f.close( ) 

 

 

# Open new file... 

f         = open( 'drv_vegm.irrig.dat', 'w' ) 

 

 

# Insert irrig column @ header lines 

line      = txt_in[0].split( ) 

line.insert( 7, 'irrig' ) 

for n in range( 8 ): 

 print >> f, "%s\t" % (line[n]), 

print >> f, "\t\t\t", 

for n in range( 7,len(line) ): 

 print >> f, "%s " % (line[n]), 

print >> f, " " 

del( line ) 

 

line      = txt_in[1].split( ) 

line.insert( 2,'(%/100)' ) 

line.insert( 5,'flag' ) 

print >> f, "\t\t", 

for n in range( len(line) ): 
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 print >> f, "%s\t" % (line[n]), 

print >> f, " " 

 

 

# Define array for revised text... 

txt_out   = [] 

for n in range( 2,len(txt_in) ): 

 line     = txt_in[n].split( ) 

 if (float(line[18])>0.0): 

    line.insert( 7,'1' ) 

 else: 

    line.insert( 7,'0' ) 

 for i in range( len(line) ): 

  print >> f, "%s\t" % (line[i]), 

 print >> f, " " 

 

 

f.close()
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APPENDIX B 

COMPARISON OF PRE- AND POST- SUBSURFACE 

Table B-1 This diagram illustrates the modal re-discretization of the subsurface discussed in Chapter 2. 

Old Layers New Layers Old Layers New Layers Old Layers New Layers Old Layers New Layers 
1 1 41 8 81 10 121 12 
2 2 42 82 122 
3 3 43 83 123 
4 4 44 84 124 
5 5 45 85 125 
6 46 86 126 
7 47 87 127 
8 48 88 128 
9 49 89 129 
10 50 90 130 
11 6 51 91 131 
12 52 92 132 
13 53 93 133 
14 54 94 134 
15 55 95 135 
16 56 96 136 
17 57 97 137 
18 58 98 138 
19 59 99 139 
20 60 100 140 
21 7 61 9 101 11 141 13 
22 62 102 142 
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Continued. 
23 63 103 143 
24 64 104 144 
25 65 105 145 
26 66 106 146 
27 67 107 147 
28 68 108 148 
29 69 109 149 
30 70 110 150 
31 71 111 151 
32 72 112 152 
33 73 113 153 
34 74 114 154 
35 75 115 155 
36 76 116 156 
37 77 117 157 
38 78 118 158 
39 79 119 159 
40 80 120 160 
161 14 201 16 241 18 281 20 
162 202 242 282 
163 203 243 283 
164 204 244 284 
165 205 245 285 
166 206 246 286 
167 207 247 287 
168 208 248 288 
169 209 249 289 
170 210 250 290 
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Continued.    
171 211 251 291 
172 212 252 292 
173 213 253 293 
174 214 254 294 
175 215 255 295 
176 216 256 296 
177 217 257 297 
178 218 258 298 
179 219 259 299 
180 220 260 300 
181 15 221 17 261 19 301 21 
182 222 262 302 
183 223 263 303 
184 224 264 304 
185 225 265 305 
186 226 266 306 
187 227 267 307 
188 228 268 308 
189 229 269 309 
190 230 270 310 
191 231 271 311 
192 232 272 312 
193 233 273 313 
194 234 274 314 
195 235 275 315 
196 236 276 316 
197 237 277 317 
198 238 278 318 
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Continued.    
199 239 279 319 
200 240 280 320 
321 22 361 24 401 26 441 28 
322 362 402 442 
323 363 403 443 
324 364 404 444 
325 365 405 445 
326 366 406 446 
327 367 407 447 
328 368 408 448 
329 369 409 449 
330 370 410 450 
331 371 411 451 
332 372 412 452 
333 373 413 453 
334 374 414 454 
335 375 415 455 
336 376 416 456 
337 377 417 457 
338 378 418 458 
339 379 419 459 
340 380 420 460 
341 23 381 25 421 27 461 29 
342 382 422 462 
343 383 423 463 
344 384 424 464 
345 385 425 465 
346 386 426 466 
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Continued.    
347 387 427 467 
348 388 428 468 
349 389 429 469 
350 390 430 470 
351 391 431 471 
352 392 432 472 
353 393 433 473 
354 394 434 474 
355 395 435 475 
356 396 436 476 
357 397 437 477 
358 398 438 478 
359 399 439 479 
360 400 440 480 
481 30 
482 
483 
484 
485 
486 
487 
488 
489 
490 
491 
492 
493 
494 
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Continued. 
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